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HOW DO YOU
REALLY FEEL ABOUT

P O R N?

We asked readers to share their most intimate thoughts on porn, and more than
3,000 of you did. Here’s how women really watch it—and how it affects your lives. I
helped create, in collaboration with Marie Claire, a survey about the modern
relationship between women and porn, explains what we found—and why it was so
important to ask.
I’ve been fascinated by the impact of porn,
and porn culture—my term for the oversaturation of porn in our daily lives—for years. My
girlfriends frequently found themselves in a
conundrum after discovering husbands and
lovers watching it on the sly. Then I began to
hear from younger women that their first sexual experiences were often when boys asked
them to copy sex acts from images stored on
their iPhones. Porn is here to stay, and we
have to learn to negotiate it, as sexual beings
ourselves, who may or may not be viewers,
and as partners.
Since women’s relationship to porn has been
hugely underreported, I decided to embark
on a documentary project about the topic. For
the past two years, I’ve interviewed women
and solicited stories about how porn has
affected their lives. To learn even more, Marie
Claire and I collaborated on a comprehensive

Typeform survey about women’s relationship to porn.
Here’s what jumped out at us in our findings: Your relationship to porn is mostly
about you—your sexuality, unencumbered
by a partner. Most of you said you watch it
regularly, and you watch it alone. (Only 12
percent of you said you only watch with your
partner, and only 17 percent said you like
porn because it helps you understand what
your partner likes.) Using porn to cultivate
one’s own sexual agency is very different
from what we often hear: that women feel
threatened by it or watch it reluctantly in order to please their partner, and that Millennials’ sex lives will be ruined by childhoods
bombarded by online sexual images. Most of
our respondents, at least, are using porn to
find what they want, and to figure out how to
please themselves.

HOW YOU USE PORN
(Some questions allowed multiple answers)

1.

6.

HOW OFTEN DO YOU
WATCH PORN?

HOW DO YOU FIND
ONLINE PORN?

31%
30%
21%
10%

75% Free sites
56% Searching by specific
keywords/ interests
19% Searching for specific 		
actors/stars
2% I/we belong to
subscriber sites

Every week or so
A few times a month
A few times a year
Daily

2.
DO YOU WATCH WITH
YOUR PARTNER OR
PARTNERS?
66% Never
31% Yes, occasionally
3% Yes, regularly

3.
IF YOU WATCH WITH A
PARTNER, DO YOU ALSO
WATCH ALONE?
54% Yes, often
33% Yes, sometimes
12% Only with a partner

4.
WHAT FORMS OF
PORN DO YOU USE?
90% Internet porn
40% Erotic stories
33% Tumblrs/image 		
searches
11% DVDs/videos
6% Audible porn
5% Not listed here
3% Magazines

5.
WHAT KIND OF PORN
DO YOU GRAVITATE
TOWARD?
63%
44%
31%
28%
26%
13%
13%

Heterosexual
Lesbian
It’s a mixed bag
Hard-core
Soft-core/”arty”
Gay male
Not listed here

7.
WHAT DEVICES DO YOU
USE TO WATCH PORN?
62%
53%
26%
12%

Smartphone
Laptop
iPad/notebook
Desktop computer

8.
IF YOU WATCH PORN
AND ENJOY IT—WHY?
73% It’s a quick road to an 		
orgasm
39% It gives me/us ideas for
my own/our sex-life
36% It allows me to feel in 		
control of my sexuality
32% It’s part of a healthy sex
life
24% NBD. It’s just part of our 		
culture
23% It turns my partner(s) and
me on equally
17% It helps me understand
my partner’s likes/
dislikes

“ I learned through
porn that I was
bisexual and was
able to translate
this into real
relationships. I
would never have
fully realized my
sexuality without
it.”
—FEMALE, BISEXUAL,
SINGLE AND NOT
DATING

9.
IF YOU WATCH PORN
BUT FEEL CONFLICTED
ABOUT IT—WHY?
56% It turns me on, but I’m
concerned about how
the industry treats
women and/or I feel it
perpetuates negative
stereotypes
41% It’s something secretive
I don’t want anyone to
know about

35% I like it, but men seem to
conflate porn with real life 		
sex
20% I’m embarrassed and
feel ashamed afterward
19% I don’t feel like I should
“need” it
2% I just watch to please my
partner(s)

it’s

L A DIES ’
NIGHT

Many of you asked for porn
recommendations highlighting
female fantasies and desires.
We’ve got you covered.

FILM: Cabaret Desire (directed

by Erika Lust) A cabaret show—
there’s an actual plot!—showcasing sexual variety.

FILM: The Walking Dead: A
Hardcore Parody (directed by
Joanna Angel and Tommy Pistol)
Alt-porn sensation Angel makes
the parody genre both funny and
sexy.

10.

11.

how the industry treats

HOW HAS PORN POSITIVELY INFLUENCED
YOUR SEX LIFE, DATING,
AND RELATIONSHIPS, IF
AT ALL?

women and/or I feel it

51% I’ve learned more 		

IF YOU FEEL NEGATIVELY
ABOUT PORN—WHY?
59% I’m very concerned about

perpetuates stereotypes
46% I’m really bothered that
men seem to conflate porn
with real-life sex
44% The options are too
male-centric
26% Its falsity is off-putting
15% I/we don’t “need” it
4% Seeing people have sex
grosses me out

“When I hardly
see my spouse due
to work hours,
porn helps me
release stress
and keeps my sex
drive up.”
—FEMALE, STRAIGHT,
IN A RELATIONSHIP

about different types
of sex and sexuality
39% It hasn’t
29% I feel sexier when 		
watching it
11% I’ve gotten closer to
my partner(s)

12.

I consider watching it equivalent
to cheating. I
get jealous and
think that I’m not
enough to meet
my partner’s
needs.”
—FEMALE, STRAIGHT, IN
A RELATIONSHIP

HOW HAS PORN NEGATIVELY INFLUENCED
YOUR SEX LIFE, DATING,
AND RELATIONSHIPS, IF
AT ALL?
76% It hasn’t
16% My partner(s) seem to
expect me to look a
certain way that I can
attribute to porn
15% My partner(s) seem to
expect certain acts that I’m
not into but can attribute to
porn
6% My partner(s) seem to
spend more time with porn
than with me

The Sex Positive
FILM: Tristan Taormino’s Rough

SMUT QUEEN

Sex (directed by Tristan Taormino)
Five women cook up their own
fantasies of being manhandled—
then act them out.

MARIE CLAIRE: How did
you start making porn?

know the characters before they
start stripping.

ERIKA LUST: I first watched
porn with a college boyfriend.
Women were portrayed as
beautiful objects, but it wasn’t
really about them. I was studying film, and made an explicit
short film called The Good
Girl that flipped the script of
the typical pizza-guy pornoby
having a woman narrator. I released it free online, and within
a few months, it was downloaded over 2 million times.
Then I knew there was a market
for female-led erotica.

MC: What’s involved in your
workday?

SITE: Trenchcoatx.com Run by

porn stars Stoya and Kayden
Kross, it offers series like Graphic
Depictions and Around the World
in 80 Days.
￼￼￼

Since 2005, Erika Lust has focused
on female desire in her full-length
films and on her site XConfessions.
com, which offers short films and
written stories based on viewersubmitted fantasies (and where
she uses a 90 percent female
production crew). Here, she talks
about being a feminist in porn.
BY RACHEL KRAMER
BUSSEL

FILM: The Female Voyeur
(directed by Petra Joy) Turns the
tables on the art of watching: This
time, it’s about the female gaze.

All movies available at hotmovies.com. —R.K.B.

MC: Your films all have a plot.
Is this important?
EL: Narrative is so important
for building the sexual tension.
I think women need to get to

EL: Our shoots are like any
indie film. The only difference
is we shoot real sex.
MC: How is the sex different
from mainstream porn? EL:
I tell the actors I want to see
more cunnilingus, intimacy,
and kissing—to forget all the
porn they’ve watched and make
love like they’d do at home.
Sex is a give-and-take; it’s not
going from kiss to blow job to
penetration. It’s important to
see female pleasure, but I don’t
put pressure on the women to
orgasm. I want them to enjoy
themselves first and foremost.

IS THERE
ANYTHING ELSE ?

you would like to share that hasn’t been included in the questions
»» I think there isn’t enough porn from a
womans point of view. It genuinely delights me
to see a body shape like mine when I find it in a
flattering light but that almost never happens
»» I’m really not that opposed to porn, I just
never watch it. In large part, because I’m terrified that I’d get a computer virus or somehow
spam email all my friends a porn link if I went
to some shady website.
»» Frankly, the porn that I’ve seen has been
amusing, but didn’t turn me on. It’s just not
made for me. I don’t know if I’d mind being
offended if it also turned me on. But it doesn’t.
I’m not wired that way.
»» I am sexually active but porn in no way
turns me on. If I look at it, I look at tumblrs,
which I enjoy--don’t get me wrong--but it takes
me from like a 0 to a 2. Porn movies, to me, are
exploitative to women even when they are on
the more consensual side of things and they’re
just too fake and have bad acting for me to be
able to get in to it
»» I learned through porn that I was bisexual.
I was able to translate this into real relationships. would never have realized my sexuality
without it
»» Total negative with a former lover. It was
constant, addictive behavior for him. Rare was
it the loving intimate coupling that I prefer
»» My current relationship is fine and barely
affected by porn, but almost every previous
relationship was impacted in some way, from
grooming expectations to having rough sex and
faking orgasm at 18 years old. I didn’t freely
orgasm with a man until I was 24. And I’d had
a lot of sex. I always felt the guys expected me

to come like a montage from a porno. Also,
anal. Why is this expected as a regular on the
menu? Not to mention deep throating until you
gag! Wonder if men would come up with this
on their own so frequently if there was no such
thing as porn.

My personal taste leans
more toward vintage
images, erotic fiction,
archived issues of On Our
Backs. There’s something
out there for everyone. For
me it’s important to find
something that is relatable
& sensual, not tacky or
cliche.
»» I think it’s fun to watch with a boyfriend but
I do think men take it too seriously sometimes.
They expect you sometimes to act like a pornstar and in not!
»» I’ve taken many women’s and gender studies
courses surrounding Porn topics and feminism,
and I find I have a Rashida Jones approach
from an outsider looking in while watching.
Porn has affected my life in that I feel continuously submerged in it, no matter what I’m
doing. Walking around a city, working out at
the gym, my relationship with my boyfriend..
I sometimes watch porn for a quicker route
to orgasm - almost just a visual to view the
motions. I insantaneously feel ashamed and
embarrassed after I orgasm watching porn. For
me watching it was kind of just peeking into
the world that I know most men consume.. You
know, the “what is my boyfriend watching and

expecting” which turned into “some of this soft
core actually excites a small part of me.” I don’t
believe it has affected my sex life in my own
assertions, but I’ve definitely had encounters
with men who are so affected by the porn they
watch they think they can do these bat shit
crazy moves. Hahaha. Love you Amanda!
»» It makes me feel insecure. I get jealous,
think that I’m not enough to meet my partners
needs. I actually consider watching it equivalent to cheating.
»» Written porn especially has allowed me and
women I date to freely express and explore
sexual desires and interests safely and with a
lowered level of “judgment”.
»» I had one partner who was particularly
into porn and it severely impacted his life, our
relationship, subsequent relationships, etc.
He seemed ruined by it, and it was certainly
eye-opening for me. I feel sorry for men who
have grown up believing that it’s the norm and
use that as an excuse to have bizarre expectations of the women they’re with irl. And
the other side of the coin is - women feeling
inadequate or pressured to do things they don’t
want to do.
»» It’s a turn on to cum at the same time as a
random person masturbating, my fav thing to
watch
»» I’m a straight female in a relationship of 4
years. My love knows I watch and he does too
but we don’t talk specifics. I do tell him I’m
into male/male or female/female bc it seems
more authentic. I also like femdom but haven’t
implemented this is my own sex life since my
partner gets me off nearly every time we have
sex (5x’s/week). I guess porn needs to be real
for me and some times I think the harder the

more real. If it’s girls clits must be stimulated if it’s
boys anal stimulation bc I identify with that more
than a penis.
»» There were times in my marriage where sex
seemed stale. Watching porn alone would make
me feel sexy again and encouraged me to be
naughtier with my husband. It spiced things up
when needed. Watching with a partner occasionally just heightened sexual feelings and turns us
both on. The key is to watch in moderation, not to
let it replace natural/physical foreplay

It leads to a lot of
healthy discussion with my
boyfriend about sexual acts
and what we do or don’t like.
»» It’s gotten me more in touch with my sexuality
and taught me what I like and what I enjoy. Also,
it’s the best help during a dry spell!
»» The previous questions addressed how porn
makes men expect a certain appearance or performance, but they didn’t address how women may
look down on themselves for not being able to live
up to those porn standards, even if our men don’t
expect it.
»» I find that a lot of men have no concept of
women as human beings with emotional needs,
and I attribute this to porn. They watch hours
of women who are basically nothing more than
cumdumpsters, and then they go out and try and
replicate that in real life.
»» I was pretty open about porn and watching it in my last realionship. We didn’t watch it
together but talked about what turned us on. I
guess it was a funny ice breaker which help us be
more open about what we liked, I think that is so
important in a realionship. Men watch porn and
so do women. I love what Erika Lust is doing for
the industry, she is making really great woman
focused porn.
»» It’s taught me what I really like in bed and has
made me more comfortable asking for it.

»» While I do enjoy porn occasionally with my
husband I do find it important to point out that I
only enjoy porn that (from my perspective) seems
like it is highly produced and not all victimizing.
For example, I find Playgirl to be a type of porn
that doesn’t make me uncomfortable that someone
is being taken advantage of. The women in this
porn seem to be in control and confident, unlike
some low budget and what I perceive to predatory
porn that I’ve seen on websites.
»» It has enabled me to avoid having casual sex
with a guy just because I am horny. It is a means
to keep myself safe from the crazy bastards that
are out there. It also made me realice that I have
a big fantasy with massage rooms and happy
endings for women, why is it there are more like
those for men than for women? I would like to
point out that the channel ‘massage rooms’ is by
far the classiest and most erotic porn I have ever
seen. The women are real and the men are beyond
this world. violent porn must be erradicated.
»» Im not against watching but my husband might
rather jerk off than initiate sex with me.
»» As a married woman/new mom sometimes I
turn to porn before my own husband.
»» It’s sad that young men will think that all
women should have not pubic hair
»» I always enjoyed watching nudity/sex/romance.
I was very curious as a child and teenager. I experimented with boys in high school. I would say I
had a healthy sex drive and curiosity. Sex was not
talked about in my home, I was raised Mormon.
I have left the church in part, because of shame
based teaching when it comes to young girls/boys
and their sexuality. I feel like there is the same
kind of secrecy and shame attached to porn as
well. Or women liking to watch/read porn. I would
love more high quality porn. I would embrace
an industry were I thought women weren’t taken
advantage of. Where I felt young girls/boys were
free from sex trafficking. I feel like we as women
could do a lot to change those things. If we could
be more open and honest.
»» It has never really affected my life/sex life, that
I know of. It has gotten so much better over the
years and there’s something for just about everyone.

»» I don’t think people should think it’s dirty...
»» I used to watch male/male porn on my own
in my 20’s several times a month. In my 30’s and
40’s I have had no real interest. I currently watch
a very small amount with my partner because he
is inexperienced and he enjoys it. It is definitely
initiated by me at this point. My partner is from a
conservative country outside of the US. One of the
things that attracts me to him is that he doesn’t
have expectations based on porn because he has
seen very little of it.
»» When my imagination is lacking porn makes up
for it. Also why is their so much spitting in porn
these days? That and bukaki are the only 2 things
that can turn a good time into not as good of a
time for me!

»» I am very comfortable and happy with my body.
Looking at models or fashion images never makes
me feel insecure because I am mostly focused on
the clothes. The only media that makes me think
about my body and make comparisons to what I
am seeing is porn. It gets me thinking of how my
body looks during sex. Thankfully I get over it
quickly enough.
»» A few years ago I spent a lot of time watching and reading porn, I decided that I wanted
someone to experiment with, but without the
pressure or risk of judgment within a relationship,
so I had a 6 month sex buddy arrangement with
a guy I met online. It helped me explore without
fear losing a boyfriend and built up my sexual
identity and confidence.

»» Tried watching it together. Hated it. I couldn’t
wait for it to be over.
»» I learn more tricks in bed that surprise my
partner and leave him enamored
»» Porn is one of many ways an individual could
be more open with their sexuality.
»» It doesn’t really affect my relationship in any
way. I’ve very rarely watched it with my partner
»» I think it has positively affected my relationship
because currently my boyfriend takes meds don’t
don’t let him “work” properly and he’s never in the
mood so porn lets me adventure into works I’d like
when I want to pleasure myself.
»» I hate that porn pages are for men but never to
streight women, like it has MILF section but never
DILF or everything its about men doing things to
girls like they always have control of everything.
Then there are these porn pages with sections like
RAPED that its not funny at all and it CAN’T be
a form to turn someone on or take ideas from it.
And of course in those sections it’s all about men
‘raping’ girls. Porn hasn’t affected my sexual life
but I think sometimes men are a bit violent and
it can be because when they look for ideas all this
material is what they find.
»» Haven’t watched a huge amount so my opinion
is for now, perhaps, but it just doesn’t do it for
me. I am open to most things sexually (in a
single-partner heterosexual situation [for me
personally]) but porn just doesn’t “do it” for me.
I just like sex to be between the two people in
it- I’m very black and white with knowing what I
want and like in all areas of my life & this includes
sex, I suppose. That said, I haven’t watched much
beyond free porn (doesn’t interest me enough
to buy it myself) and haven’t watched anything
with a partner for a long time. I’m sure there is
something out there I’d enjoy, but at this point I’d
rather spend the money on lingerie! Overall I have
nothing against porn per se, but not into it either.
Though the treatment of women in many and the
tackiness/ick factor of really low brow porn does
bother me...)
»» I don’t watch porn to pleasure myself, if
anything I watch it to understand more about sex
and sexuality.

My ex-boyfriend had a
porn blog on Tumblr that
he was active on while we
were dating, which made me
extremely uncomfortable and
gave me feelings of inferiority
»» I actually learned how to have sex from porn,
as unfortunate as that sounds. Porn, in my life,
has been equal parts positive and negative. Now
it just feels like something I can use for myself to
be turned on, but also a way I can ready myself for
future partners.

»» I saw an article on The Coveteur about Erika
Lust and I really like her real women, real life type
of storylines.
»» My partner prefers to have porn in the background while I just like it on occasion.
»» It helps relieve stress for me by getting my
endorphins going. Sort of like a feel good red bull
shot for my sex drive lol
»» I do think that ppl are sensitive to the absorption of sexual energy from visual sources.
Whether ppl admit or acknowledge it, it influences
us.
»» Pornography has freed me from the control
that woman use to manipulate me through my sex
drive.
»» Negative self body image it perpetuates a
certain look and shaved vag. Also I think it does
raise expectations about the role of women in
sex and what they are expected to do. Its quite
discusting really the way women are treated in
the videos and I think women think they like it or
start to like it because they are fulfilling the role
successfully are ‘in with the boys’ up for whatever they guys want and it becomes part of their
identity. I think women want to be treated badly
during sex alot of the time becase deep down they
have intergrated these expectations into their
mind and social role.
»» It makes me insecure
»» It makes me more in tune with my body and
what I like. By knowing myself and what I like, I
can show my partner how I’d like for him to work
with my body. It’s sexy to be able to get yourself
off. Watching porn and master bating makes me
feel more confident because it is such a personal
and pleasurable experience with yourself.=
»» Porn almost cost me my marriage. My husband
was occasionally into porn when we were first
married but it became a full blown addiction
when I became pregnant with our first child. It
got worse after our child was born. He would turn
to porn instead of having sex with me & I wanted
sex all the time so I was extremely hurt. I couldn’t
understand why he wanted to watch ‘fake’ sex
instead of having the real thing. Because of that I
felt unworthy, unloved & ugly. I felt like he wanted
this ‘plastic’ looking woman instead of me. My
self esteem plummeted to the point where I hated
myself. It took me a very long time to realize it had
nothing to do with me. Fast forward 12 years later
& we’re still married & our marriage is stronger
than ever.
»» Watching porn has taught me about what may
help me reach an orgasm, aside from regular
penetration
»» Seeing so many different body types and
vaginas has helped dispel any negativity I had felt
about my body (especially after childbirth). That
was unexpected.

»» Its also a conversation topic. A broad archetype
to explore and analyze. It’s a form of art and a job
for many. I also enjoy documentaries about porn
stars.
»» It has taught me that it is okay for a woman
to be able to know about her sexuality. Watching porn has taught me what I do and do not
like. I have no problem saying “no” if I don’t feel
comfortable and won’t be pressured into doing
an act I don’t want to do. Many of my girlfriends
started having sex with absolutely no background
history of if. They were doing things they didn’t
enjoy because they didn’t want to disappoint their
partner. Watching porn as a woman lets us know
that it’s okay for women to enjoy sex just as much
as a man!
»» I discovered porn on the Internet when I was
quite young. And it opened a wonder box into my
sexuality. I grew curious with myself and it led
me to begin a secret life as being open about this
subject was something I was never prepared for.
Now as an adult I still struggle with that “secret”
side of me but with the support of past partners
and with my current relationship, it’s caught me to
trust and grow confidence with my body.
»» For me is a TURN ON and I love watching porn,
is a way to learn new tricks and is a whole world of
culture and tastes, and many different types of it
that you can just get lost with tons of pleasure!
»» Sometimes I feel it’s like a guilty plesure, but
I’ve learned more about sex watching porn than
any book or even at school!
»» Where is the free sites that have healthy porn
for women?! I can’t find it anywhere!
»» Well it hasn’t affected my relationship with
my partner because he has no clue I watch it and
honestly wouldn’t want him to . I honestly would
feel embarrassed about it I guess because I was
raised thinking it was wrong not only to watch
porn but also to explore myself and specially to
masturbate. And about sex life well I guess I can
say it taught me how to be able to explore myself
and how to masturbate. Which is something I had
never done before I started or discovered how
when I was 28. So I guess if anything maybe it has
helped a bit because by the time my husband gets
home from work I’m more than ready.

»»I secerely dislike the way
women are treated in porn-sad to see that this treatment
of women continues to bleed
into television. Why do we
gasp when a man gets kicked
in the crotch, but don’t blink
an eye when a woman is
raped? I think porn contributes to rape culture--especially
how men and boys perceive

and treat women as a result.
»» I find it degrading to the natural creativity
inherent in people and it reduces the orientation
to our natural creativity and turns it into a bodyonly orientation, of which, sex is not. And it tends
to fixate attention on the body only, rather than
extrovert attention into the world in which one is
living and creating in. Been with my husband for
25 years. 2 kids. We still have sex twice a week.
Not bad, right? Xo
»» I’m a heterosexual woman. I watch porn when
I’m exhausted and need a quick turn on and way
to relax. Or gas helps me go to sleep or get up and
start my day. I have sex 5 times or more a week
with my boyfriend. I masturbate usually when
he’s unavailable lol!
»» Oftentimes I feel men believe women want
what the actresses in porn seem to love and they
think it’s okay to treat every woman like trash.
I’m fairly open sexually and watching porn as part
of a healthy sexual relationship is fine, but I’m
not going to allow any man to believe he gets to
treat me like some of the porn actresses pretend
to like. I appreciate good porn which shows a
man and woman in a loving mutually enjoyable
relationship. Sometimes that’s hard to find, but
can be fun once you find something that both of
you like. I do watch porn alone sometimes to get
me in the mood or I’ll call a friend for phone sex.
I’m always more attracted to a man who can get
me off visually with just setting the mood even if
we’re miles apart. For me personally, I don’t think
porn has any adverse effects, but that is probably
more because I’m comfortable in myself sexually.
I want what I want and I’m not shy about getting
it. I’ve never had a partner complain although
one did ask why I didn’t shave or wax, and as I
explained to him I am a woman I am not a child.
Children are hairless, women are not. ;)
»» I think porn is a really good way to release the
tension you know? I rather look for porn than
look for a night one stand because I’m virgin and I
wanna wait for the right guy.
»» I definitely prefer erotic literature to visual
porn and find it’s great foreplay
»» It’s sometimes good for a good laugh. Some of
the things you see are straight out ridiculous that
you can’t help but laugh and realize not too take
porn seriously... Just enjoy it.
»» I wish porn was not as prevalent in our society,
but I do watch it so I guess I’m kind of conflicted.
»» It’s just additional visual stimuli for me and
my partner to turn us on. I generally gravitate
towards lesbian or female masturbation porn
because it’s more female pleasure focused which
I need to not feel kinda gross about the experience -- especially when looking at more mass free
online sites vs female centric, arty pay sites. I
find it empowering to be comfortable watching it
and allowing myself to feel pleasure from it. I do
have a problem with the exploitative elements of
the mainstream porn industry, the male plea-

sure focus and general unevenness of how men
and women are portrayed but I know there is
porn/erotica out there that is made from a more
diverse/female focused/empowered perspective
and artfulness which I appreciate. Definitely
worry about the pornification of youth and pop
culture -- access to better quality porn, more
diverse kinds of sexual expression in culture and
proper sex/relationship education at home and in
schools is key to counter that.

»» It lets us expand our sexuality together

»» I prefer porn featuring real-life couples. Reddit
is my go to, and I go to porn sites that are linked
through Reddit. Traditional industry porn does
not appeal to me. I do like vintage porn though,
like from the 60s and 70s.

»» Keeps me sane in my celibacy of 1+ years.

»» A lot Of men want the woman to now look like
porn stars. It’s awful and fake
»» It has taught me things about how to engage in
sexual acts, to have some idea of a starting point
for different physical acts, so that I can discuss
them with and try them on my partner.
»» This is a topic my husband and I have talked
about a lot in the past. My husband is not an avid
porn watcher, but he used to watch porn. There
was a time where he would feel guilt when we
would have sex, I wouldn’t say porn was the only
contributor but it played some part in it. He would
feel guilt in objectifying me, which I feel could
have been attributed to watching porn. We have
talked about the negative effects of porn and the
industry and the way the woman are treated and
feel there isn’t a place for it in our lives anymore.
»» Actually after meeting and talking about porn
with Amanda de Cadenet, she mentioned this
director from Lust Cinema, which if the first porn
I have watched in a long time. It’s definitely more
“artistic” and “real”, but I still have strong feelings
about porn.
»» I hate the way women are treated, they are on
the video cause they have a 3 open orifices and to
get the guy off. most porn videos in a girls viewpoint, is to get the guy off, the ending is always
a girl on her knees, face covered in cum...Very
frustrating and selfish. i end up watching girl on
girl porn cause girls like to receive but also give
pleasure. There’s also more disgusting porn out
there in hetero sex, ATM, bukkake, facial abuse,
vomiting and making girls drink their own vomit
out of dog bowls...i don’t like future of porn, the
sexual humiliation of girls/women seems to be a
big turn on for some men these days. I’m hoping
for the best for porn in the future....positive beautiful, sensual, intellectual sex for both parties.
I’m waiting on women to speak up about this,
we (women) don’t seem to want to come against
porn industry, thinking it will go no where..but
convincing young girls not to get in the industry is
a start. “Hot girls wanted” is a great new doc about
pro-am girls..and maybe many more docs and
forums like this are to come! :)

My husband is addicted to
porn, it has nearly ruined our
marriage.

»» Hasn’t affected me in any way really. Not
100% sure of the point of it to be honest. I’m not
offended or embarrassed by it. Sex is great. I’d
rather do it than watch it lol
»» Don’t like it. But if I come across it it can turn
me on. But I find it awful too.

»» I think it bothers me knowing my significant
other is lusting after other women and I have
gotten to the point where I believe he feels the
need to watch it rather than have sex. I obsess
over the fact that he’s probably watching it when
I’m not there, and it makes me feel horrible.
»» Makes me feel bad that he doesn’t value me/our
relationship; that fake women are more important
to him than me.
»» I think porn has, in some ways, warped what
I think sex should be. I like “dirty” sex but the
idea of “making love” has really been something
I struggle with. Sex/sexuality was never talked
about in my house so I had to learn most tips/
tricks from porn. Sometimes I wonder if I even
really enjoy the sex I’ve had or do I just think I’m
suppose to enjoy it? Sometimes it feels like I’m
just checking off a list of things I’ve seen in porn.
I’ve used porn as an outlet for my wild side but I
think my emotional/intimate needs have suffered
because of it. Sometimes I think the men I’m
with feel the same way. Sex is an act to be played
out like on the screen, rather than as something
potentially sacred or transcendent.
»» Makes me feel bad that he doesn’t value me/our
relationship; that fake women are more important
to him than me.
»» I learned something new about one of my previous partners.
»» When the first question was worded as “watch
porn” I immediately thought you meant movies.
I look at porn on Tumblr quite a bit with my
husband. It’s fun for us, and not a big deal either
way but we’re 46 and 51.
»» It has allowed me to understand myself in
another level. I now know what I enjoy and what I
don’t, sexually speaking.
»» Ex husband had a porn addiction. Cheated on
me with a significantly younger woman. Hated
pubic hair. Engaged in non consensual voyeurism.
»» While the women in porn aren’t always the
norm, It’s taught me to appreciate my body. What
one person doesn’t find attractive about my body
I know that many others will. Strangely, porn has
taught me body positivity. I know many will say
that it only serves to objectify women and it does,
but there’s so many different bodies and some
even similar to mine. If someone finds all those

bodies attractive then mine is too. My body is
attractive to me and others.
»» I think it teaches men bad habits and makes
them underestimate the need for foreplay in order
to get a reasonable amount of lubrication
»» Queer women are more chill about porn and
the role it can or may play in someone either
masturbating or having sex. But given how
straight men often relate to porn I can understand
why straight women might be more against it.
»» Fml
»» I learned many different things I had no idea
about
»» Porn is the primary way through which I
negotiate my kinks and where the line is, for me,
between fantasy and practice. This contributes
to why I feel conflicted about watching it: there
are things I would never do or want to do in real
life that I often intentionally seek porn depictions
of in order to try to understand why I’m turned
on by it. Yet I feel this disconnect very palpably
as I watch it and in the period after. All of this is
entirely personal. The only time I have ever sought
porn for ADVICE is to figure out the mechanics
involved in girl-riding-guy, but I’m not sure it
helped. Maybe my boyfriend has a better idea on
that one, though, again, it’s such a personal thing
I’m not sure I’d ask him.
»» It has encouraged me to explore my sexuality
and own relationships.

It’s fun!
»» Some men i have spoken to feel quite conflicted
about pornography as well, choosing the online
porn they watch quite carefully to avoid videos
which degrade women out of hand. There is
definitely a market for an ethical porn production
company, that pays its on and off screen staff well,
that psychologically evaluates the well being of all
on screen participants, which practices safe sex on
screen and which depicts healthy sexual scenarios across a range of cultural, gender and socio
identities.
»» The variety offered in porn can occasionally
lead to discontent with the variety, or lack thereof,
in real-world sex. I also think that porn can facilitate a certain level of mental/creative laziness.
Just like all form of film/television, it feeds everything to you and you just need to watch.
»» I once watched a long lecture on how we’re in
the first generation where hardcore gonzo porn is
readily available to curious teens. This is where I
first came across the idea that most free porn is
portrayed as male-dominated sexual sadism, and
that that’s the sexual environment younger adults
are growing up with. I’m only 25, and I don’t
have or even necessarily want kids, but it worries
me that younger people may think that’s what’s
normal in a healthy sexual relationship; that
that’s what men do to women, and that women
are “supposed” to subject to it. I think the lecture

itself was a little alarmist and heavy-handed,
but with those ideas firmly implanted in me, it
obviously has changed how I look at most porn.
When I was younger, I didn’t rarely asked myself
if it looked like the woman was enjoying what was
happening, if she was participating enthusiastically, or if this was indeed just another case of an
actor doing her job for the sake of a male, heterosexual audience. There’s nothing sexier to me
than two people enthusiastically and consensually
enjoying each others’ sexuality, but I find that
freely accessible internet porn, that you can easily
watch on your phone, privately, and whenever you
want, is rarely that.
»» I feel like I will never measure up to the false
portrayal of women in porn nor will I be able
to disassociate from the negative stigma of how
women are portrayed in porn. Porn continues to
perpetuate that women who enjoy sex are unworthy whores or sluts. Men continue to buy into the
fantasy. They want you to fuck like a porn star but
act like a lady. If you as a woman like sex or porn,
it is frightening to the majority of men, even at
this point in history. It’s reminiscent of Amazing
Amy monologue in Gone Girl about the Cool
Girl. You have to adapt to what the man wants
or else you’re a deviant. Sadly, women still judge
other women for their interest in sex and porn.
I’ve never enjoyed porn because it makes me feel
inferior.
»» While first I found it embarrassing to watch, it
allowed me to discover what turns me on. I think
having watched fairly regularly took away some
of the mystery because I hadn’t had much prior to
that. It helped me feel more confident about sex.
Plus now that I’m older I no longer feel uncomfortable with my partner watching porn.
»» Actually it made me appreciate clothed or
conservative sex scenes in movies and television.
»» It can be more fulfilling than my sex life with
my partner.....at least I am always satisfied!
»» Sometimes it makes me feel bad about myself
because I know that my body doesn’t look a
certain way, I don’t come off as sexy as pornstars
do, etc.
»» What is strange is when I watch porn I identify
more with the male then with female. I also only
watch animated porn mostly Japanese hentai. I
also get turned on by rape, a nonviolent kind of
rape. I have no idea why.
»» It really bothers me how male-centric the porn
industry is. I get that they are the ones that spend
the most money but the issues of representation
and production of porn is really burdensome
sometimes.
»» My husband and I are very open minded. To be
honest, I see porn more like a comedy show.
»» Sometimes I accidentally come across something new, decide to watch it and realize that I’m
curious about a specific sex act or arrangement
etc. and that gives me ideas about new things to
try in the future that I might be into. Porn also

sometimes helps me understand how to do certain
position better (they don’t even have to be too
complicated/porny).
»» I have a much much high libido than my
partner so i use it quite a bit to masturbate. I love
it. It’s made me more creative

The more I watch it, the more
I “need” to keep watching it.
I have watched it at work,
school, and at home (while
I’m supposed to be watching
something on TV with my
girlfriend). It definitely desensitizes me to actual sex and
I find myself having a hard
time climaxing with my girlfriend but I easily climax with
myself and porn. It makes
me feel ashamed but then, I
think, if I don’t watch it and
do it myself, I’d be having sex
maybe once a month or once
every 6 weeks. I’d rather feel
shame than that frustration.
»» In the past, I have been with men and women
that try to pull porn moves thinking they are sexy
or feel good and they don’t. The industry portrays
fiction but many viewers can’t/choose not to see
that.
»» In a positive way, sometimes i watch it when
feel the need of having an orgasm

»» I find myself very frustrated by porn as I can’t
seem to find any that I fully, completely like. So I
end up watching parts and fast forwarding stuff.
This is largely because of two things:
»» 1) Grossness aka bodily fluids. I find all the
cum, spit, etc. in most porn gross. And other
unsanitary situations. I’d like to see porn without
that.
2) The way women are treated in a lot of porn,
name calling, always being submissive, etc.
3) I’d like to see people combine movie scenes
and porn to make better, sexier, more romantic
porn.
»» The only thing I don’t like about porn is the
women figure because we never dominate men on
set!
»» It pretty much ruined my marriage. I’m not
against it but it can complicate a relationship.
»» It hasn’t affected any relationships or my sex
life. I’m a 25 yr old virgin and I use it as an outlet
to release my urges. I feel like I shouldn’t need it.
Guilt always plagues me after.
»» Having a friends daughter enter the world of
porn via web cam and via her own website for solo
porn.. the stigma that comes with that and the
reputation on a smart young girl just trying to find
her way in this world is a bit unsettling. It’s sad to
see how it has damaged a lot of her relationships
to non family.
»» Squirting! Men think it’s something that
happens often. To be perfectly honest, I’m not
even sure I know exactly what squirting consists
of. Why does it happen? Why is it sexy? Help!
»» I watched it once and it was too uncomfortable
that I never watched again.
»» Ex boyfriends with porn addictions

»» I have a hard time reaching orgasm without it
and it worries me.
»» I was exposed to porn at a very young
age(under 8 years old) and this made me mature
a lot sooner. I didn’t understand that sex was
for adults but didn’t see what the problem was
with nudity in movies. I’d much rather read an
erotic novel than watch porn because I am able
to control how things unfold. Yet I will watch
porn online but I prefer X rated films with plot.
I don’t own or watch full length movies because
I feel embarrassed, as if I shouldn’t be watching
porn because I am a woman. Porn does allow me
to learn new things in private so I am not self
conscious because I have an understanding of
many different things. Porn can make me more
confident when I want to try something I saw
online or in a movie. Since I do watch porn I tend
to hold back in relationships because I don’t want
to be perceived as easy or too promiscuous.
»» While watching porn you enjoy masturbating.
I’ve learned about my orgasms, likes, dislikes and
my sexuality.

»» Helped me explore things that I otherwise
wouldn’t have done
»» It is an addiction that I know is wrong, and
I feel the pain it brings my spirit. I’ve worked
hard to overcome it. I believe intimacy should
be between you and your partner only and that
pornography is a horrible, harmful, and addictive
practice. It can hurt and ruin marriages. Overcoming it has brought so much more love, happiness and intimacy into my marriage.
»» I like reading porn, not watching. It was a safe
way to feel comfortable with my sexuality and my
own body. It’s also a way to engage with fantasies
that you may not want to do in real life.
»» Porn has definitely shown me how to better
express myself and assert myself more confidently when I’m with my partner sexually. Which
is awesome because I often end up exciting my
partner. And in turn he excites me right back.
Knowing that I can get my man off, gets me off
even more! ;)))

Porn makes me feel like
I don’t need a boyfriend
cause it’s a private sexual
release and I’m not entirely
concerned with any thing else
but sex from men at this time
in my life
»» It creates a weird barrier between my husband
and myself. He feels that it is disrespectful to me
to watch it, but I feel that as long as there is open
dialogue then it’s okay. We’ll get to a comfortable
middle ground eventually.
»» My partner watches ALOT more than me but
its never been an issue, he is never disrespectful
and he watches lots of different types so he knows
women come in all shapes and sizes and all want
different things from sex.
»» I think porn is a great way to start conversations about sex that may feel awkward.
»» Sometime it helps us get in the mood and break
out of the mundane.
»» My ex husband and I rarely had sex, he used
porn a lot, waiting until I was out of the house.
This felt awful for me.
»» I wish there was more porn that wasn’t so
fake. I prefer to watch men because women are
expected to ‘perform’ more than men during porn.
My husband prefers to watch women and men
together which just doesn’t turn me on as much.
We don’t watch it that much together, I still feel
a little embarrassed about it. And we have been
together over 10 years!
»» I believe that nudity in film is a thinly veiled
attempt to justify the gratuitous use of naked
women in film. The incidence of male nudity in
film is statistically irrelevant, while one must
put forth some effort to avoid female nudity in
film. I realize that the subject about which I am
speaking is not technically porn, but I do believe
that the overexposure of the nude female in film
has a negative impact on the audience. I believe
that the young male, in particular, is inclined to
think that the silver screen female is what he can
expect from his date/girlfriend, and I believe that
the young female is inclined to develop a negative self-image. At my present age, actual porn is
funny, but in my youth, porn (including the PG-13
movies with nudity) was damaging to my psyche.
»» It is very male centered, made for men by men.
I wish there were more options for women. I’d like
more free porn that is romantic or more realistic. I also don’t like to see cum shots which are
in almost every video. I’d like to see the woman
orgasm more. The ads on many porn sites are very
graphic which can also be off putting.
»» Finding good lesbian porn requires wading
through so much junk intended for the male gaze.

When I found decent/good lesbian porn I learned
things/techniques that pleased me and partners.
»» I wish it was more realistic and less women
acting overly excited and men acting either overly
cheesy or overly disconnected.
»» I feel they are prettier than I’ll ever be.
»» Like some say about drugs, porn tends to lead
to harder stuff. What used to seem fringe sexually
is now the norm. I don’t feel my needs or expectations have been raised, but I feel women gravitate toward hardcore scenarios more. Perhaps to
please men, but perhaps they enjoy it too.
»» Feels like a disconnect at times with what I
look for in porn and in real life. I’ve only recently
accepted this to be ok.
»» Due to the lack of sexual education in schools
about female orgasms, porn allowed me to learn
about sex and how to have sex. It allowed me to
understand that when I “squirted” that it was
attractive to men and gave me more confidence
with partners.
»» Always been up for anything but had nothing
but negative experiences so tend to veer away
from it now. A previous boyfriend was more interested in it than in real relationships and current
bf has a completely unreal perspective on sex and
relationships as a consequence of his heavy use of
porn. He is seeking counselling.
»» The biggest issue I’ve had with porn is feeling
like I was supposed to swallow and be hairless like
porn stars are by ex partners. I’ve also watched
porn which I felt was treating a woman badly and
whilst it turned me on, I have since chosen not to
engage in porn which I’m morally against.
»» I sometimes feel to lazy to engage in sex when
with porn I can get it the “easy way”
»» It made me more comfortable with sex and
sexual stuff
»» For me I am a very sexual person so I enjoy
sex with my husband frequently and am the one
to initiate it nearly 90% of the time. If I know my
partner has watched porn then I feel as if that
sexual energy should have been directed towards
me and not masturbation. I have had conversations about this and he claims its out of laziness
and that it’s faster than actual sex. Also I feel sex
is a way to bond and I want as many opportunities
to be close and bond with my partner as possible.
Finally the main reason I watch myself is during
peroids of physical separation, as recently my
husband has been in another state for several
months, otherwise I would much rather have
“real” sex than watch porn alone and masturbate
which leaves me feeling momentarily satisfied
but not as fulfilled and obliviously happy, relaxed,
calm and connected as sex with my spouse does.
»» Porn is great.

»» I date younger men and their behaviour in bed
is almost solely learned from watching porn. Some
have difficulty performing in real life.
»» I sometimes feel ashamed to watch it but when
I was first exposed to porn I learned a lot, it was
quite liberating at the time.
»» I feel like it makes sex harder, or like I need
more stimulation.
»» I understand myself more and has made me
more courageous in regards to my own feminitity.
»» Young straight males seem to think sex is
like porn, a set of acts to be performed and then
completion. Kissing, foreplay, position 1 then
position 2 and finally an orgasm. It changes a bit
when you have been in a relationship for a long
period of time, but at first it can sometimes feel
very regimented.
»» It hasn’t I’m just not that into it ! Never ever
seen porn on screen that appeals to me
»» Sometimes it can give me scenarios to play out
in my own mind while with my partner because I
need to be turned on mentally to be able to orgasm
»» My husband watched porn secretly in the past
and it would make me sad and angry, especially
as it can be a slippery slope of a very bad habit. It
can really confuse lust and love. But - embracing
our love life as a couple I decided that if things are
in balance, and you fancy having some naughty
fun with your husband, it is okay. It can be hard
to feel horny when you’re a mother and you work
and clean and think about what bills need paying
and what the kids need for school. Not to mention
cramming in your own goals somewhere in the
midst, if you can remember what they are. So
for me - in a way to release from the world as a
couple, and when you need a ‘horny’ boost - why
not?! But NOT as a habit and def more erotic and
with a bit of humour rather than just malecentric
genital shots. :-)

I’m a virgin, so watching porn
helps me to explore my sexuality even though I haven’t
physically been with another
person before. I feel like it’s
made me more prepared/
less scared for when that day
comes.
»» I wouldn’t say porn has affected me as such
but I think more women shouldn’t be ashamed of
wanting to get off just as much as men do. There
are some forms of porn that totally gross me out
and the way the female is treated or the hardcore
aspect. It’s all about the sensuality for me and I
guess that’s why I’d rather watch two women but
even some of them portray an aggressive tone.
Also watching porn can sometimes make me feel
like I should look a certain way.

»» Why is male gay porn so hot?
»» It sometimes can make sex more kinkier for my
husband and me.
»» In my opinion there’s nothing harmful with
adults watching porn, if it’s something they enjoy.
Trouble comes when parents do not talk to their
children (in general) and we end up with people
not understanding that it’s just a story, like any
other movie and does not reflect reality. You
wouldn’t expect Guardians of the Galaxy to be
real, because at one point you parents taught you
that “it’s just a film, baby”. If someone does not
understand that, people can come to harm. Men
included.
»» When I told my husband it was ok for him to
watch porn without guilt he felt less stressed
about it and actually watches less now
»» I absolutely resent any format of porn whatsoever. It is the first signs of a relationship based
upon unrealistic expectations and lack of self
control

Recently trying to stay away
from it. I feel it gives me
performance anxiety with my
partner and ends up influencing our sex life to be less of a
spiritual/tantric connection.
»» It has made me braver to experiment
»» I have only ever watched porn twice I would
rather stick to the film 9 and half weeks to watch
occasionally as I am single and have been for 7
years
»» My ex bf who I’m still happily in contact with
suffered from erectile dysfunction since his early
teens due to watching a large amount of porn and
masturbating regularly which stopped his interest
in sex as he didn’t like the stress of performing.
»» I tell partners/boyfriends that I watch it, I
understand why I like it and therefore understand
that boyfriends may enjoy it too and I don’t see it
as a betrayal in the same way that masturbation
while in a relationship is not. It means there is no
need for dishonesty. I have no problem with my
partners watching porn as long as it does not have
negative effects on our sex life and that they can
differentiate between porn fantasy and real-life
sex.
»» As much as I did talk with my parents about
sex, porn has been the best way for me to get
educated about it. I have been aware about my
body, desires, and started early masturbating
thanks to porn. Furthermore porn opened my
mind on the fact that there is no shame on having
different desires. This is why I strive to have
honest talks with my boyfriends about theirs
and my sexual desires. Watching porn together is
sometimes the best way for each of us to express

what we wish to experiment but are not able to
properly express.
»» It has opened my mind about sex, but has also
taken away the unknown which can sometimes
create excitement.
»» I jusy love it. I’m not ashamed about it and i’ve
always been open about it to everyone. No one
seems to have a problem with it and i’ve never
had any one think that I’m weird for enjoying it.
My husband doesn’t mind it and I don’t mind him
watching it.
»» I ended up dating a sex addict once who would
watch porn while he was at work and masturbate.
At home he used porn on the tv as background
noise while he cooked dinner. It was awful.
»» I also write erotic stories, which often help
me think about my own personal turn-ons and
let me explore things I might be curious about in
safe, less complicated, and less demanding ways.
Sharing those stories with my partner can really
help lay the groundwork for trying things out in
real life.
»» Many men seem to use porn to learn how to
please women. Sometimes I see a video or porn
star and can immediately recognize a style an ex
boyfriend had with me. It’s sad that men think
that is what’s expected of them or what they
should want rather than an earnest expression of
their own sexuality. Porn use can lead to a difficulty connecting sexually for both genders.
»» It affected my marriage because my husband
was addicted to it.
»» A former partner had a somewhat addictive
relationship with porn. While it has been a part
of human culture for ages the way in which we
can interact with it is a very new and very different from before. It seems to reinforce and inflate
a sense of entitlement to novelty. This seems to
further entrench a sense that sexuality is about
orgasm and not about mutuality and deepening
relationship with another person.
»» I don’t know... it is really not that big of a deal.
Maybe because I’m a woman... I like it, I enjoy it
sometimes. I share it with my partner if he wants
it to be shared. I does not affect me as a person,
it does not affect my relationships, sex life... well
we have tried some things that we have seen, it is
more of an inspiration. You just have to know were
are your limits, what are you willing to try or not,
and TALK to your partner. Porn is not the enemy,
it can be fun, it is supposed to be fun!
»» It’s clear past partners have been influenced
by porn (based on technique), it makes me feel
second best to the Sex life they would rather be
having.
»» I don’t mind, and actually not watching it. But
I think by watching it sometimes my husband is
only concerned with “finishing” instead of the
whole act - much like a scene from a porn!

»» Even though porn is my quick road to an
orgasm, I have a hard time achieving an orgasm
through real sex!!
»» It’s an important Part of my own sexuality
»» I use to watch porn on occasion with my
partner. We were watching a video where the
women were clearly not enjoying what they were
participating in. I have not watched porn since.
My partner however does watch porn by himself
on the computer.
»» I watch more porn than have sex, mainly
because I’m a single woman still hoping for the
right one. Therefore, it makes it harder for me
to orgasm during sex because I already have the
specific images in my head that do the trick for
me.
»» It’s degrading to women
»» I enjoy porn, but I enjoy a hard cock better.
»» I feel more confortable with myself since it has
helped me to reach an orgasm, which was impossible to me becauseof my lack of sex experience. I
could not get turned by myself until I came across
an erothic film. I think porn and masturbation
are very important in a woman’s life since society
teaches little girls that we must “serve” our men.
Well, maybe I can do it by myself.
»» It creates an honest open discussion with my
partner about our preferences & what we are
comfortable with trying in the bedroom. Plus we
can share & watch our favorite porn stars with
each other without feeling guilty
»» In a long term relationship - over 11 years- I
think porn is easier for my partner because it
requires no effort on his part to satisfy me.
»» One of the biggest negative draws for me is I
begin to question my own body and whether or
not it is “normal”
»» Thank the lord it’s there. Single, busy, New
Yorker. Don’t have time for a relationship but I’ve
got 5 (who are we kidding) 3 mins to watch and
bang one out. And good night.
»» Online porn was the beginning of my x
husbands fantasy world. I left him after 18 years
as a result. People need to get back to a natural
state of male/female intimacy. (The great porn
experiment on Ted talks sums it up)
»» As a survivor of sexual abuse it’s hard for me to
wrap my head around the negative way women are
treated within the porn industry. To me it glorifies treating women as sexual objects instead of
putting women in the same league as a man. Many
men/young men whom have been caught for rape
or sexual abuse towards women admit to regularly
seeing porn and thinking that is a way a women
should be treated.
»» It made me realize that I wasn’t interested in
straight vanilla sex.

»» The face that it’s so accessible concerns me
sometimes, and for spiritual reasons I have automatically slowed down form having urges to use
it by myself. Sometimes it can be an additional
reason that takes away from the natural yearning
to connect with an actual human, and stay open to
giving relationships a chance.

dislike the Minions but I chose not to watch them,
surely, porn isn’t that different. And I am honest
about it, Men love women who watch porn, but I
don’t watch it for you, I watch it for me. And at the
end of the day, it’s just bodies, doing what nature
intended. I find it liberating and I refuse to allow
society to make me feel like a freak because of it.

»» Porn helped me learn what I like and showed
my partners how to do it.

»» Porn has not affected my life.I enjoyed watching it in the past but recently I decided to stop.I
became more aware of how the industry treats
women in it and I dont feel okay watching it
anymore.ALSO the age gap between male and
female actors bothers me

»» Porn degrades women and reiterates the fact
that women are sexual objects. We should be more
aware how porn creates issues healthy sexual
relationships. Porn is all physical and no emotions
and relationships and sex are so much more than
just physical.
»» Brazilian waxing became popular from pornography where it is done as a means to prevent
transmission of STD’s and to make women
appear underage of legal consent. I won’t get into
a relationship with a guy who is aroused by the
appearance of a pre-pubescent pussy (P-cubed),
because it either means he watches too much porn
or has pedophilic fantasies (or tendencies). Also,
I have noticed a definite disconnect between the
act of sex and making love. Where is the spiritual
connection? That’s what I’m waiting for, not just
someone to burn off some steam (I can usual a
vibrator for that!).
»» I think it has desensitized myself, and perhaps
others, to certain degrading and borderline
abusive behavior toward women. It worries me
that porn is likely setting the standard or “norm”
for sex in our society.
»» It just makes sex better!
»» The times that I have watched porn I have had
an uneasy, sick feeling in my stomache. I just don’t
like watching other people have sex.
»» A lot of men think they know what a “real”
orgasm sounds like (lots of screaming and no
control of limbs) but they have no clue.
»» The mainstream porn industry is extremely
harmful. Emphasis needs to be placed on the
consumption and production of ethical porn that
is free of abuse and exploitation.
»» I don’t watch with my husband, just alone. Girl
porn is what I like to watch
»» More than anything, I wish there was more
female-oriented porn
»» I adore porn as an industry, the final bastion
aside from prostitution, where women reign
supreme. I watch porn to arouse myself, but
occassionally I watch just to see how much the
women are faking it. It gives me comfort, confidence and laugh to see these women, ruling the
industry and faking the hell out of it. It makes
me see that I’m not alone, sure, I don’t look like
that but ultimately the body may be different but
the anatomy remains the same. It’s a business. I

»» It allows to please my first and most important
partner : myself
»» Porn has significantly affected my self esteem.
Two men that I have slept with have told me that
my vagina “doesn’t look normal. It doesn’t look
like a porn stars vagina.” My labia is not even on
both sides and this has made me feel extremely
self conscious of my self. I am currently looking
into undergoing labiaplasty.

I enjoy it alone or with a
partner. I like having an open
mind & I don’t feel dirty or
ashamed like many of my
female friends. I also enjoy
female strip clubs, I’m not a
lesbian but can appreciate a
beuitiful person. Visual effects
are why I do either.
»» Porn should definitely be targeting a more
female audience and treat women with respect
sexually. Also porn should not only be about
two (or more) people just having sex, it should
also portray lovers having chemistry, likability,
romance... Like movies.
»» Maybe it makes real sex seem uninteresting,
but maybe I turned to porn because it was going
that way anyway....I’m not satisfied with sex with
my long term partner, he’s quieting down, I’m
getting more rampant.
»» Men expect women to perform like porn stars
and when we do not it affects sexual relationships
»» It keeps me educated and informed about what
is out there. I am aware of how much exaggeration
that goes into it, I watch it a few times a year and
for the most part I learn a bit each time, it hasn’t
affected my relationships in any negative ways,
it just opens my mind as to what is out there and
if my partner were to ask me to do something we
hadn’t done with the videos out there I would get
an idea as to what it may look like.
»» When I hardly see my spouse due to work hours
and generally being busy. It helps me release
stress. Also, keeps my sex drive up.

»» Personally, I prefer user-submitted or educational porn to the more staged, professional
stuff. Or erotica written by people with concrete,
real-world experience with the sex they’re writing
about to, say, the Fifty Shades stuff. The more
“real” it feels, in my opinion, the better.
»» Helped me understand a fetish and know other
people are interested in the same thing as I am
»» I am always so curious about what my partner
chooses to watch when he does check out porn -- I
might get a little jealous when I know he’s going
to/did watch because I would love to just do those
things together. I’m always down for anything.
»» I’ve been married for 25 years and we have a
great sex life without porn. However, it’s a fun
way to spice things up occasionally.
»» When I was younger, a tennager, I started to
question my sexual orientation because of porn I
was watching... After I turned 20 - my preferences
for porn changed, I began to search for more
“real”, softcore or “artsy” videos, because I didin’t
like how fake scenarios were and how women were
portrayed.
»» Porn limits my partners knowledge about other
types of sexual interactions (ie tantra, karma
sutra, unqiue erotic fetishes, bdsm etiquette etc)
»» Really help me a lot and not to be a shamed
about my gender and my private.
»» It helps, makes you more relaxed.
»» At one point in my life I did it so much that real
sex was too much work. It took forever to reach
my climax. However, now I’ve come to a happy
medium.
»» I would say that watching porn more opens a
discussion about things my partner and I would
like to try.
»» I only engage in pornography that is consensual. For myself I define this as situations where I
consent to watching/reading it, the actors consent
to playing it out and the director consents to
filming it. I do not like seeing something pornagraphic when I have not consented to it. I want to
have control over my sexuality; I am sexy when I
say it’s okay. Similarily, want to see pornagraphic
materials when I say ‘yes’.
»» I had a partner years ago who I used to watch
porn with sometimes, almost as a joke-the more
ridiculous the title and cover art on the box, the
better. Later on, our sex life began to decrease
significantly, until it became almost nonexistent. He wouldn’t talk about it, and it upset me
greatly. Eventually, I found a huge stash of porn
movies and magazines that he had purchased,
as recently as the day before. When I asked him
about them, he said that it was “nothing personal”,
but that he found he had started to prefer those
things to having sex with me. I was younger-in my
early 20’s-and completely blamed myself. I felt it

was my fault, because I must have been lacking
somehow, and it did quite a number on my already
shaky self-esteem. He was a couple of years
younger than me, and it never occurred to me that
maybe he was just a foolish young guy, and that it
truly wasn’t because anything was wrong with me.
Before all that, I really didn’t have all that negative an opinion of porn, but it left me feeling bitter
about it for many years afterward. It’s been many
years since that relationship ended. I’m married
now, and I have to admit that I wouldn’t be too
happy if I found porn in the house, especially if it
was having a negative effect on my sexual relationship with my husband.

»» What’s the big deal about watching porn? Just
have some self control. Don’t let it consume you.
I never let anyone shame me for watching it. I
personally don’t care. Maybe it’s because I’m so
open sexually. Just use it as a tool and know the
difference between reality and porn. That’s all.
»» Reality based is better. Thats why Sexting and
hmemade is still better than actors/industry made
porn
»» It helped me to understand that is not wrong
to enjoy my sexuality, and to respect what others
may like.

»» I have a visible physical disability and I used
to hate porn. But when I realized that porn was
just highlighting my own insecurities about my
body and how society judged how I “should be”
as a woman I worked through those things and
I feel much stronger and healthier for it. I watch
porn with my husband and we really bond over it
because I know he isn’t going to leave me for porn
or another sexier woman. The people in porn and
beautiful and powerful, and so am I.

»» I was very scared to try anything sexual, even
kissing on the mouth actually and was already
18 years old. watching porn helped desacralize
what sex was and feel less scary. But I hate how
it contributes to the rape culture, to the body of
women (shaved), to the role of women in society
(submissive) and in their sex lives (the body of the
woman is a way for the man to reach orgasm, it’s
not a two way deal).

»» I think more than anything, porn has helped
me to figure out what I like, and what my body
responds to - both positively and negatively.

»» Too much porn/ masturbation is possibly an
explanation as to why I find cumming through sex
nearly impossible

»» Helps with long distance relationships. We
don’t watch porn when we’re together but helps
when we’re apart.

»» When you’re in the ‘horny mood’ but you don’t
feel like interacting with your partner, porn is a
way to enjoy solitude

»» It helped me when I was wrestling with my
bisexuality.

»» It does bother me that a lot of the porn actors
male and female shave their genitals - I find this
weird and mysterious and less sexy than natural...
when I see pubes in porn it looks more sexy to
me, more real. It makes me feel I should shave my
pubes off though, but I just cannot be bothered
and my husband does not seem to mind at all! I
do sometimes wonder if I should, to get more oral,
which I love, giving and receiving, but he seems
very willing even though I am completely full of
pubes down there!! So I just leave it - feel a bit
sorry for these porn actors that they have to, it
must be very itchy and a real pain!! Basically porn
gives me good ideas to try with my husband of 20
years... it helps keep things fun

»» Certain men I have dated seem obsessed with
making the woman squirt...it really doesn’t hold
a huge interest for me but guys seem to think it’s
great if they make this happen. I believe this is
due to porn.
»» It helps start conversations about what I
won’t tolerate in porn/entertainment. For example,when the girls look too young, I won’t watch it
and my boyfriend now knows that.
»» I find what look likes consensual sex a turn on.
However, the more I learn about the industry I
find it hard to enjoy viewing it. I enjoy watching
porn with a partner and openly talking about
what we like and dislike about it. When viewing
alone I watch with the intent to orgasms. Porn
hasnt negatively affected me personally but I feel
like our society suffers from porn. Men, usually,
get ideas that women should look or act as they
do in porn and porn can be in my oppinion very
disturbing. I dislike anytime a women looks like
she is not enjoying herself or like a child which I
have learned are the most popular porn searches.
I very much enjoy watching sexual content but
when money is being exchanged it leaves a vast
space for exploitation to creep in.
»» In a previous relationship my partner was not
aware of my desires, as his experience of porn
suggested women are aroused by their partners
pleasure, and not by their own. I.e. He was a very
selfish lover.

»» Not sure if it’s healthy or not. I do feel in control
of my sexuality if I watch, but I do sometimes feel
empty after the orgasm. Perhaps I judge it. And I
do worry about the people who fall into porn not
feeling they have other options...
»» I have never been intimate with anyone, nor
do I want to. It’s a transgender-trust-shame kind
of thing. Porn helped me define and understand
who I really am. I’m a heterosexual man trapped
in a girl’s body. I like male gay porn because naked
women turn me off.
»» Porn has opened my eyes to ways to have sex
that I never would have thought of before. Sex can
get old, I love learning new tricks. I love both men
and women. Watching porn has helped me with
my sex life and opened doors for me in my sex life.
I am married with a male lover on the side.

»» Porn only bothers me when my BF isn’t ready
for sex because he jerked off too recently.
»» It’s made me more comfortable & open about
sex. I was a late bloomer & was honestly kind of
afraid of sex for a long time. Being able to explore
sexual confidence through porn, by myself, has
slowly made me feel more comfortable with myself
when I’m with a partner. Sometimes it helps to
have a visual when you’re still learning, even if it’s
not exactly how it might look in reality.
»» It’s made me more nervous about sex - in that
I DO NOT look anything like most actors in porn
and it’s got me convinced that that means I’ll
never have sex. The very little I do watch mostly
grosses me out.

I am almost defensively antishame, meaning, I will not
shame desire anymore, even
if that desire does not make
sense to me personally. I want
more people to feel GREAT
about loving sex and almost
want to financially support
people who have healthy attitudes about sex and desire. I
think sex work should have a
different/healthier societal role
and I’m so glad you are doing
this survey.
PLEASE look into “real sex not porn” - a great
porn site done with a pro-sex attitude with
amateurs who are focused on fun, porn-style sex
and sex work. I think they have a compelling attitude and approach.
»» It is fairly fascinating, liberating and important
to finally feel as though I have access to the same
images that nearly every male on the planet has
been interested in (entitled to?) for decades.
»» I believe porn is harmful to relationships and
contributes to an unhealthy idealization of the
sexual aspects of a relationship. also watching
porn with a partner seems particularly damaging
because you are focused on the porn and not on
the other person. sex requires honest communication and porn hinders that.
»» Watching has helped me to become more
comfortable in asking for what I want from my
partner. It’s also given me control of my orgasms,
in that I know what will and won’t work so my
partner and I can share in having great sex rather
than fumbling around trying to please each other.
»» My partner feels unwanted

»» I was in a relationship with someone that
seemed to have an unhealthy relationship with
porn. He would secretly watch it before we’d have
sex, try to make me look and do things like the
women in porn, would spend a large amount of
time watching it and then would lie to me when I’d
try to discuss it. That experience has made me feel
generally negatively towards porn.

»» I watched more with one particular person.
He’d been watching for years. What a relief he
went elsewhere. I once was at a place where they
were filming a friend’s script with Peter North
in my lover’s place on the beach. Funny to watch
a married couple (supposedly great in the biz)
having trouble with him staying hard!

It’s REALLY difficult to find
porn that I enjoy that isn’t
male centric and gross. Occasionally in a hotel room I’ve
found porn that is sexy but
9/10 if I have bothered I’ve
turned it off and wondered
how to find porn that is for
women as well. Soft porn like
emmanuelle is better. Modern
is fake and often disgusting
and women are victims and
it’s quite sad to watch.

»» My best girlfriend and I were young and
curious about sex, so we watch porn. We learned
everything our parents would not tell us. Now that
I’m a mother of a 9 year old girl, I worry she will
turn to porn for the same answers. I’m a 43 year
old mother trying to keep an open communication
not only with my daughter, but with everyone in
my life.

»» tumblr porn gif are genius
»» I watch porn on a regular basis I enjoy having
an orgasm at least once a day. So if my husband
wants sex usually 3-4 times a week I’m always in
the mood In 25 years I never said no and I never
faked it. If I have trouble coming which doesn’t
happen that much I finish myself. Actually I
believe the more orgasms I have it’s like keeping
my motor primed. On the other hand (lol) I don’t
like him watching porn because then he tells me
he’s to tired (empty) to do it with me. I believe
watching porn (without going into what might be
the ugly side of the business) is ok. When it comes
to couples it’s not okay if you’re depriving the
other of sexual intimacy if they want to participate. PS I enjoy watching men. The more penises
the better! Plus I find when it’s heterosexuals it’s
more geared to the men being pleased. When a
woman pretends to be having an orgasm when the
guy comes in her mouth something isn’t right!!!
»» It’s been the main cause of two long term relationships failing
»» I think it helps more on arousal and imagination, but definitely doesnt replace the real thing :)
»» As an elder-lesbian, porn helped me see images
of women together before it was a mainstream
thing. Watching M/M porn helped me understand
(intellectually) the appeal of being with a man.
How sex with a man could be fun and sexy. F/M
porn is just so power oriented and extreme in its
degradation aspects it is not appealing for me and
downright confounding, disgusting and disheartening at times.
»» I am so lucky to have met men who are interested in erotic art, photography and literature not “porn.” My recent partners and I are not at all
interested in experiencing “porn”

»» When I watch porn, I become more selfconscious about my physical appearance and my
sexual preferences (Am I boring? Why am I not
attracted to do the same things as them?)
»» It has been a while for us; we used to rent a
DVD once a month or so, but over the past couple
of years with the closure of video stores we haven’t
bothered to investigate on-line, seems seedier
somehow!
»» Would a film like “50 Shades” count as porn
for this survey? That’s the closest I’ve gotten to
erotica for years, and I did get a little aroused
from the well-crafted love scenes (nothing to
do with the S&M stuff, but just the intensity of
the performances, and the attractiveness of the
leads...). Yes, story was laughable, but it reminded
me of the girl I was at that age...In general I am
just not that interested in sex these days...I’d
rather spend the time doing something else. I’m
48, happily monogamous for 10 years now, no kids
but busy work life, and my hubby and I have sex
3 to 4 times a month (that’s his bare minimum,
otherwise he gets really depressed and is hard to
live with, haha)....I know he follows Instagram
soft core feeds like “Me In My Room” or whatever it’s called, and uses it for masturbation, and
googles pics of Kate Upton etc. so that keeps him
busy in the meantime...when I disovered that feed
and his browser history I felt hurt & betrayed bc
those women do not look like me at all, and there
is a good 20-30 age difference, so sometimes that
upsets me as I’m now noticing my youthful looks
fading and I can’t picture him being aroused by
me in another 10 years...but he does shower me
with affection and compliments, and I know he’d
like me to have more sex drive. I really have to
work hard to get into the right headspace for sex,
so I’ll be curious to hear if other women find porn
useful motivation their sex lives... It seems to me
that men get more from it than we do, as they get
more aroused by visuals, whereas we need more of
a connection / chemistry between the partners (at
least I do)... Thanks for listening!
»» I think as a young girl I had no clue what
others, but more importantly, what I’d enjoy
sexually. Porn was a way to see/hear what turned
me on and what didn’t. I saw what was realistic
and not. Porn to me was like the cooler older sister
who gave you insight without embarrassing you.
»» free, online porn is terrible. nobody is “turned
on” (or they are so obviously faking it), which is
what I would like to see.

»» In general, it leads to unhealthy expectations
regarding sex and how we are “supposed to” look/
talk/act with sexual partners.
»» I had never really thought about being bisexual
or gay but I really enjoy lesbian porn and I don’t
like straight porn at all. It has made me consider
trying relationships with girls.
»» it just really never has been a part of my own
sexuality BUT I feel that it has been part of the
sexuality of the men in my life, in that wa I feel it
has been a big negative
»» I now know how to orgasm :)
»» It’s makes me feel bad about sex generally.
Because I’m a woman and men think they need
to humiliate me to have a good time. I wish sex
would be gentler and kinder to women. I’m a
virgin who fears sex becuase it makes me feel that
I’m gonna hate myself and my partner.
»» It’s reinforced low expectations of how I can
expect to be treated. I actually don’t want to be
called a whore & gangbanged. I want to be loved,
cherished & respected. I hate that I find this
sexaully exciting. I hate that I accept demeaning
sex instead of holding out for the kind I want
(which I fear no one wants to give me).
»» It makes me worried that down the road in out
relationship, my partner will want to watch porn
rather than look at me
»» My partner gets upset if he thinks I’ve watched
it.
»» I am not aware of that. I sometimes saw free
porn ads which I found abusive -- there where
teenagers, children. I was shocked as it was part of
a free website (youporn). I actually felt disgusted
with this part of the industry. I am ok with porn in
case it is a choice of actors and the receivers. I am
not ok with abuse and advertising it openly.
»» It’s a safe sexual outlet in place of cheating on
my wife, which I has no intention of doing. And
it allows me to last longer with her since we only
have sex about once a week due to family logistics.
»» I find it hard to reach orgasm in real life as it
takes a lot longer with no porn.
»» I think it’s much too readily available and while
I feel generally comfortable and open sharing
about my own sex life, I think porn is often very
violent and negatively impacts young boys (and
men) whose first sexual experience might be
with online porn. Violent porn shows them that
choking and beating women is ok. I think there’s a
direct correlation between the height and success
of the porn industry and the prevalence of sexual
violence. I think sex is good and should be enjoyed
and that experimenting and exploring our own
sexualality is healthy and important. But I do
not think porn is the avenue for it and I think
the industry - not because of the act of sex, but
because of what’s it’s mostly promoting - is totally
damaging to our society.

»» It’s a quick and convenient O, that’s it.
»» Watching porn helped me learn what turns me
on and what doesn’t. While most of my friends
openly admit to reading romance/erotic novels,
visual porn is still very taboo and is treated by
women as something dirty and shameful. My
main issue with porn is that most of the stuff I
find is very male-centric and the females over-exaggerate everything (screams, moans, orgasms
etc). Every girl who’s ever faked an orgasm can
spot that type of performance immediately. Real
female orgasms and real female pleasure are what
turn me on because I can imagine that whatever’s being done to them is being done to me and
that really gets me going. Those types of videos
(girl + guy = female orgasm) are really hard to
find though. Lesbian porn (when not fetishized)
is usually the only place you’ll find a real female
orgasm. My other issue with popular porn is that
while it could be a tool for educating people on
how to have good sex, because it’s so one-sided
and focused on the male experience it ends up
teaching REALLY BAD SEX. (Come on, guys.
Girls don’t usually sound like that and your penis
isn’t always a magic instant-orgasm wand). Also,
I’ve taken to telling my partners that I’m saving
my ass for marriage because you don’t do anal
with someone you don’t know and really trust. (It’s
not as easy as it looks in porn, people!) Popular
porn has little regard for female pain or pleasure.
»» I use porn more when me and my partner are
going through a “lull” - when I’m having more sex
I don’t feel the need to use it
»» I used to watch it with my husband when we
first met about 20 years ago. It was different then.
It was exciting and fun. But what we watched was
very balanced. Women were pleasured as much as
men were. There didn’t seem to be so many ‘close
ups’. I expect that probably still exists now but
today porn makes me feel ill at ease. I am sick of
seeing the same thing; men pleasured as if they
were god, women’s orifices opened up, degrading
descriptions used. I know there is good porn out
there but it’s almost like it’s too late.
»» It makes me feel distant and sexually separate
from my partner
»» I had never watched or shared porn with a man
until my husband. It was always personal, mostly
because I feel it lends itself to a certain trust.
»» It simply allows for exploration, which I think
is perfectly normal. And it gives me some confidence that I know what I’m doing when trying new
things.
»» I use porn like I use my dildo - they’re just a
tools for physical release without having to get
anyone else involved. Sometimes all I want to do
is orgasm, or, in the crass sense just “get off,” and
porn (and my dildo) is an easy way to do it.
»» As a transgender man, porn has been valuable for me in seeing that others will still find me
attractive even if my body is a little quirky.

»» I’m not against porn or look down on it. I have
never been into it and my husband doesn’t pressure me into watching porn. I’m just not comfortable or open to different sexual lifestyles. My sex
life with my partner is excellent without porn. I
don’t think it’s necessary at this time in our lives!
»» For me there is a huge difference in the quality
of porn and I feel like I can tell when the women
truly enjoy it and have a real orgasm or not. There
is some porn (like Joymii & Nubile Films) featuring 2 women where it actually feels gentle, kind
and like the point is really to pleasure the other
person. That is the kind I enjoy watching the
most. As far as the outcomes, I think watching the
‘good’ porn (like I described above) has helped me
and my partner of 10 years be more adventurous
and have more discussions around sex and what
we want it to mean for us. -Thanks for asking
great questions! Xo
»» It’s made me feel like I should lose my boundaries and perform acts I don’t want to because
they have become a standard, e.g. anal sex. I’ve
felt like I need to compete with pornstars or I will
be alone.
»» Porn helps me to explore more parts of my
sexuality, and it’s something I’ve enjoyed alone,
with lovers, and with my husband. I’m pretty
selective about what I like to watch, but all in all
it’s a net positive for me, and for us.
»» In general I find it disappointing that porn
shows so many examples of acts and positions
that I know would not be pleasing to me and
most women. As someone who is pretty in touch
and understands my body, i know there are so
many men and women who do not understand
the female body, or female sexuality and arousal.
Porn seems to confuse the matter even more. I
know there are differences in bodies and what
gives pleasure, but knowing many women (and
their men) aren’t even in touch with how to have
a female orgasm, and then seeing examples of
positions and practices that don’t look like they
would even be physically pleasing for a woman,
not to mention contain NO emotional or even
‘connection’ with the on screen partners, is sad,
and depressing. For those who know no better,
they think this is the way to go. Examples of positions that don’t stimulate the clitoris-- or when
the female actually hits her own clitoris. It has
8,000 nerve endings, it does not need to be hit to
feel something. Cringe. It was made to be engaged
in the opposite manner, but this is beyond what
many people ever even figure out. Of course,
also anyone who’s ever had amazing sex, also
knows that loving, emotional or maybe even just
“connected” sex between two partners who are
“present” is the most amazing. And finally, though
I allow for the concept that anything can be sexy
in the right circumstance, generally, harder and
faster are just not the most pleasing, and porn
would have most think otherwise.

Porn has made me realize
that a lot of men don’t understand how a woman’s body
works. I’ve never had an

orgasm from sex and I’m
100% sure all the guys I’ve
been with watch porn but they
are still CLUELESS.
I also think porn makes men feel entitled, as if
it is a woman’s DUTY to please them, without
them ever reciprocating. I know a lot of straight
women who prefer lesbian porn because it often
shows more intimacy and better mimic the experience of an orgasm. I’m not that conflicted with
porn, usually I’ll watch it when I’m bored and
have extra time or need to fall asleep; so it’s not
something I spend hours and hours on. However
things like gangbang scenes, a woman seriously
choking/gagging on a penis, and (oddly) dressup scenes featuring the likes of milkmaid outfits,
sexy teacher, etc. are a few things that make me
uncomfortable. Loved doing this survey! X
»» Objectively, it’s just a way to relieve stress
through orgasm
»» I learned in a safe way more about my body and
my sexuality and i prefer porn to strangers
»» I would prefer to watch sweet sex between a
man and woman, but because that is challenging
to find, I often watch sex between women.
»» It’s encouraged him to be self centred and
narrow minded and immature. He was abused as
a child and felt a lot of fear about real experiences
and immersed himself in porn as a much easier,
less risky and intimately confronting pleasure or
quick relief for when he felt stressed or emotional.
He shut down and relyed on this for comfort and
shut me out. He became secretly resentful towards
me for not fulfilling his fantasies and being as easy
to please as the actresses were. He was incredibly
judgemental of my body even tho I’m far more
beautiful than 95% of what he watched. He hid
it completely from me for 8 yrs and I t’s been
secretly destroying our relationship.
»» I feel that my partner objectifies me more and
that my objections to certain acts are seen as
prudish and wrong
»» The only porn I watch is instructive/educational for want of a better word... shows me how to
use a toy/tool...for eg a prostate massager, so when
I use it on my partner, I sort of know what I am
doing
»» The main word would be ashamed. My husband
uses porn....I feel a little embarressed about it
because of the negative stereotype it has and gives
a person.
»» Religion bans porn, been watching porn from
an early age, used to watch very frequently but has
slowed down over the years. Trying to stop
»» Hi. I’ve never been a consumer of porn, but I’m
not against it per se. I don’t like the overacting and
I’m against some of the degrading aspects of it,
but I have nothing against people who like it, use
it, appreciate it, or perform in it - it just doesn’t do
much for me. I’d rather just get stuck in to it with
a partner, and in the past I haven’t needed help

getting turned on. Even when alone I only needed
to see a photo of Tom Hardy...A year and a half
ago I had a gyne crisis and had to have a complete
hysterectomy. The gyne specialist said I wouldn’t
lose my sex drive, but I have. That might also be
due to other sources of stress though. Some erotic
fiction helps me at times, but it’s stuff I’ve written
myself, lol. Best of luck with your project, I think
it’s a complex subject that needs to be better
understood.
»» I have shifted to more extreme sex: BDSM
»» I’ve had guys ask if I would give head ‘porn star
style’ . I have had guys expect that if a women
wants to have casual sex then she is up for fucking
like a porn star. They viewed it as dirty and
sordid. I have also had a partner who thought I
wasn’t enjoying sex because I wasn’t making noise
like women in porn, he seriously didn’t know that
those women were acting and he seriously didn’t
know that the porn he watched was male driven
fantasy.
»» I find porn lacks the intimacy that can be really
sexy , that is often portrayed in films . It is one
dimensional in conveying the aspect of sex and
connection. My personal experience with porn
was that my ex boyfriend expected to just fuck me
no foreplay and have a clean fully waxed vagina ,
didn’t like that my vagina wasn’t neat and rarely
went down on me. It has really affected my self
esteem.
»» I watched it cause I was a virgin and kinda
wanted a more demonstrative way of how to do
stuff and what I could expect when I eventually
have sex with my partner. And when I did I was
prepared and knew what I was willing and not
willing to try, not that I acted like a freak
»» I think porn can have a negative effect on the
mind and actions.
»» It concerns me that younger men and women
are conforming to images that they see in porn.
»» I get concerned that it might dull my imagination and fantasy
»» I think there is too much concentration on the
camera and not enough on the partners and what
they truly feel and want. Often times - especially
in porn involving couples (voyeur or couples
filming themselves) there is too mush emphasis
on the woman loudly moaning (I’m not sure that
happens very often in non-porn situations - it
hasn’t in my life) rather than the true reaction to
sexual excitement. I think there should be more
realistic portrayals of sexual encounters rather
than staged porn. A woman’s perspective, I’m
sure, is more realistic than a man’s perceived
vision.
»» As a side note, I’ve used porn as a fitness motivational tool. Before leaving the house to go to the
gym, I would watch 2-3 minutes of porn. I found
that it created a certain level of tension/frustration which I could run out on the treadmill!!
»» I think it has helped me in a positive and nega-

tive way. Sometimes I just need it because I may
be too horny and my partner isn’t anywhere to
be found, but it has made me a little bit lazy too.
Instead of taking my time to reach orgasm on my
own, I tend to choose a short cut by just watching
porn. Nevertheless, when admitting to my partner
that I watch porn, it opened our relationship to a
new kind of trust and lust for each other.

man in the body of a straight woman! ;-)

»» I feel that porn gives a false idea of what sex
is. I think the intention of porn originally was to
feed the voyeurist in all of us, allow people to see
their fantasies played out, and to show people that
maybe their kinks are so odd after all. Now people
have begun to take the romance away from sex.
It’s no longer a beautiful intimate act between two
people. It’s mechanic and demanded at all times.
It seems like a competition of who can be more
extreme and out there. So far removed from it’s
origins.

»» Its so not “nice” - why can’t it be wholesome
and positive, why does it have to be “yucky”?!

»» I love women positive porn! Feminist porn!
Independent adult films. Like New Sensations,
Erika Lust Films, Ovidie, Joybear etc production
companies and directors who seems to care about
women, sexuality and film!
»» I tend to watch/read fairly feminist porn so
I haven’t really had to deal with any negative
consequences, however I have actively chosen to
consume this genre of porn because I don’t like
most male centric porn - it’s too false and perpetuates damaging stereotypes about sex, women
and sexuality in general
»» Expect an orgasm you’re never going to get.
Reality vs porn and porn wins at times
»» I dont like porn. It just doesn’t turn me on.
I just dont find the acts sexy and the actors are
unattractive. I feel like I could be doing a far
better job myself and then I would actually be, you
know, doing it. This has negatively affected my sex
life somewhat. Boyfriends have wanted to watch it
together and I will try but its just not a turn on.
»» I watch to make me fall asleep.
»» It makes me question how whether I look good
enough. Do enough, etc.
»» The guys I’ve dated had what I felt was a
healthy interest in it. It never entered our relationship--I rarely heard or knew anything about it and
was fine that that was something they did in their
‘alone’ time.
»» When they were with me they wanted me and
to connect. It’s all cool. They never wanted to
watch it with me. I think I was something separate
from that for them.For me, I like erotica literature--and some of them knew it. Porn movies can
be titillating for me for a brief amount of time but
then there’s something ridiculous about it.
»» I am straight, married with 2 children and
find straight porn kind of boring. I love watching
2 or more men engaging in wild sex. That, I find
is extremely arousing. I guess it just brings me
closer to my true uninhibited self. Maybe I’m a gay

»» The more often my bf watches porn, the shorter
time he is staying harder when we have sex.
Because porn is visual stimulation, it’s like taking
drug. It stops people to experience the true feeling
of making love.

»» I’ve learned to have fun sex with my husband
and porn help his penis stay hard to have hottest
sex ever! Thank you porn!
»» I personally love porn as a tool about learning
about what turns on my partner. One of my favorite things in a new relationship is being introduced to their porn collection -- both for seeing
what they’re into and also more porn for me!
»» Certain porn is good to encourage a sexual
feeling or experience, but I feel like it objectifies
women too much. It worries me that men think (&
may expect) things like ‘money shot’ (ejaculating
on women’s face etc) is sexy / required ... it seems
very disrespectful to me! At the end of the day,
men are quite primitive; they need sex / spread
their seed - and porn helps facilitate that release
that is innately required. Whereas women do not
have such innate desires - maybe only when they
are ovulating (12 weeks a year). ha!

Just killed the spontaneity
and creativity in bed, it’s more
about doing what my partner
saw in a porn film.
»» I just wish there was not such a stigma attached
to it. Maybe it is because my mother thinks/
taught us it is wrong, is why I have such negative
feelings when I look at it? Wish it did not seem so
“dirty” - is there a place to look up more straight
“female orientated” porn?
»» The word ‘lesbian’ has been hijacked by the
porn industry. I think it’s one of the reasons why
a lot of young women now cringe at the word
and are choosing other identity labels.... As a 40
year old, I now find myself using ‘gay’ to describe
myself in work, formal situations, or with family....
I’ve noticed if you say “lesbian” around a male
(or hetero-normative people), there’s a certain
*glint* in their eyes (which I totally attribute to
their porn use and the porn industry misusing
the term / internet keywords and hashtags). ......
Another way porn has affected me is I have a 7
and 10 year old girl in my life and I noticed they
and their little friends were posting selfies on fb,
*posing* with their two fingers up to their lips.....
One day I asked them bluntly what that meant?
(deep down I knew). .... My BFF (their mother) was
horrified when they innocently described oral sex
“licking the area down there”. My friend thought
they were all doing the peace sign...... So that fb
trend went completely over the heads of their own
parents.... I totally blame porn culture for infiltrating everyday life (and childhoods, evidently).
»» I actually answered these questions from the

POV as my former porn-watching self because I
no longer watch porn (gave it up in March of this
year) and there were no options to express that. So
the questions are answered based on my previous
habits. I started looking at porn when I was really
young (honestly around 12 or younger even, I’m
now 30) and have seen it fairly consistently since
then. I have come to believe that porn is incredibly
addictive and that is why I chose to give it up. It is
such a quick fix from getting turned on to having
an orgasm that it totally eliminates the need for
me to have an imagination or use my brain in any
way during the process. I believe that this was
inhibiting my sex life with partners and making it
really hard for me to have an orgasm during sex.
I’m not sure the extent to which this decision has
affected my sex life yet, but I am happy to report
that I now have a much more satisfying sex life
(am able to climax during sex which was very
challenging before) and masturbation has also
become more fun and interesting. I am no longer
actively trying not to watch porn (it took about
a month or so for this urge to stop kicking in),
but have no real desire to watch it again. Making
the decision to give up porn was one of the best
things I’ve done in the last year. I’m happy to talk
about this in more depth for your documentary or
research as it is also a very interesting topic for me
that I feel passionately about. Good luck!

I feel like advances in queer,
feminist porn have helped
both the image and people’s
ideas about what can be sexy.
»» Some of the porn actresses are emancipated,
and in my opinion this is a good thing. I’ve learnead some things regarding same sex intercourses.
»» Several years ago, my partner retreated from
our relationship and was using porn as an “easy”
sexual outlet -- release without the emotional side.
It was so hurtful that I now have a negative view
of porn.
»» If porn was more realistically portrayed, and
women were not objectified, and there was a true
partnership and connection and intensity shown
in the program, porn could be a good influence on
couple sex lives or the individuals themselves. but
as the industry is today it is only an example of
the deep cultural pain that is flowing through the
hearts and souls of society, particularly men and
the women who allow themselves to be objectified only because they have a whole in their souls
needing to be filled.
»» There was not much in the survey addressing women who use porn alone as masturbatory
material, this seemed more focused on porn
within the relationship and not solitary use of
porn. The closest answer that hinted at this was
“it allows me to be more in control of my sexuality”. I would have liked to see more questions
around how women use it alone (perhaps to bring
themselves to orgasm when their partner can’t/
doesn’t). I know from talking to my girlfriends
that this has become a more common practice and
we should probably open up to that discussion.
I know many men AND women who use porn
to masturbate simply for stress release. I think
masturbation as a tool for stress release is a much
under discussed common practice.

»» I feel it’s important to note that most of my
“porn” actually comes in the literary form. I read
and write a lot of erotica and erotic fan fiction and
I know a lot of women like myself in that regard.
That being said, I do follow a few “porn” blogs
on Tumblr. Some of them are artsy and some are
straight up porn. Some are drawn, others are
photographs, and then some are gifs of clips from
videos. I do occasionally go to sites like Youporn
when the mood strikes me. I feel no shame in any
of this and my negative or positive experiences
with partners entirely depends on the partner.
I’ve had some sexual partners who were super
fantastic in regards to their sexual selves and sex
positivity. I would watch porn regularly with these
partners and we would use porn as a tool in our
sex lives. Conversely, I have had partners that
were addicted to internet pornography to the point
of being unable to achieve an orgasm without porn
being involved.
»» Its destroyed my relationships. I’m not interested in sex with my partner I feel shame
»» It has made me addicted to it, without an outlet
to safely and honestly talk to others about.
»» You should have had an option under ‘what
has porn positively done for you’ saying has porn
helped understand ur body more. I couldn’t
orgasm until I started doing things myself and
redtube helped me get there. The fact you didn’t
have anything about understanding ur body
makes me feel like ur survey is misdirected
»» It helped me to get to know my body better,
to be more comfortable with masturbation and
opened my horizons to what I might or might not
like
»» Longer sex sessions
»» It has helped me please my partners more.
»» Sometimes I get more pleasure from porn than
from the sexual relation with my partner
»» I feel it can perpetuate a form of unattainable
idealism- I look at these women sometimes and
think- I don’t look like that, both body and vaginawise, and I can’t put my body in that position...
Although I would never enter into the porn industry and at times I do feel sorry for these women, I
still am able to pick things out, like looks and flexibility (ha) and reflect that that’s another image I
have to compete against in modern single life. But
I guess that’s my own self esteem issue.
»» The only negative is that porn does not give
good instruction to guys about how to get a
woman off in the real world.
»» It helps me focus when I’m masturbating other
wise my mind tends to wonder to other things like
my to-do list.
»» It allows me to explore and enjoy aspects of
my sexuality that otherwise aren’t a part of my

heterosexual relationship
»» I definitely remember when porn became easily
accessible by vhs tapes and the young men I dated
were very eager to get me to watch as a turn on to
sex. 30 years ago. Something I have only admitted to 2 people and they thought I was joking. If
watch porn, I like to watch two men...for the same
reasons I think guys like to watch two women...I
like to see and hear (moaning) men not women.
»» A guy I was dating often couldn’t come during
sex. He attributed this to his porn watching
habits.
»» My guilt over watching is solely based on the
lifestyle of the women ...I look at the quality of the
video, who produce it, etc; I try to watch videos
where I think the woman had a choice. But I see
some...and it concerns me. What are the consequences of this industry? How many women feel
sexually empowered with this job? (How many
women say they feel sexually empowered because
they subconsciously want to be?) There 60 girls
kidnapped and sold into sexual slavery every
day in India. Every day. They estimate 6 million
women are raped every year. By watching, am I
contributing to an industry that, whether intentionally or not, encourages violence towards
women? These are the questions I ask myself. Am
I having a positive or negative effect on the world?
--separate topic-- My fiancÃ© and I are no longer
long distance; I haven’t watched porn in about two
months. And I am working with my company to
find a economical solution to the untested rape
kits here in the states. If there is an estimate
400,000 untested rape kits in large U.S., how
many are there globally. If it costs $1000 to test
or a forensics lab cost anywhere from $500,000
to $2.5 million, how does the rural village in a
progressing country stop serial rapists? They
can’t. I want to find a solution to this problem.
»» My fiance watches porn regularly and it has
bothered me a lot and impacted our relationship
because of my feelings towards it. I dislike the
industry and see it as disempowering for women
especially how women are talked about and used
on porn sites. There is nothing erotic about watching women being debased by several men and
called bitches and sluts. I have a two year old boy
and 14 year old step son and it worries me how
seeing porn will impact their view of sex, women
and their own needs especially the more hardcore
it seems to be getting.
»» I am always uneasy with the fact that the actors
may not have many choices. I prefer watching
User Generated porn in MLNT
»» I’d make a distinction between literary porn
and visual porn. Literary porn can be enjoyable
without being exploitative. Visual porn tends to
leave me feeling depressed and unsatisfied, in part
because I just wonder about the women and why
they ended up in the industry, and also because
the acts depicted are so pneumatic (in the way of
drills) and have little or nothing to do with female
pleasure. My husband has a much happier evening
when I’ve been reading erotica than he does when
we’ve attempted to watch “porn”.
»» Unfortunately I’m addicted!!

»» It made me want to be submissive and to dumb
myself down for men and put their needs in front
of mine.
»» Opened my mind to other things/methods.
»» I feel like I might be less happy with my partner
looks. Sometimes I want to engage in practices I
see in porn that my partner rejects and feel frustrated because of that.
»» I recently quit watching porn entirely, I felt
it was becoming a stumbling block in my life. It
might be useful for others, but I don’t belive it has
any worthwhile place in my life.
»» My boyfriend sometimes gets uncomfortable
when I talk about the porn I consume. He sometimes worries that it’s inadequacy on his part that
drives me to consume it. (Untrue, but it affects
our relationship slightly at times.)
»» The little I watched as a younger man continues
to be a detriment to true intimacy with my wife.
In created unattainable expectations to perform
for a woman with real emotions, flesh and blood.
the farther from those images I get and the more
sex I have with her for her and only her, the better
it gets.
»» I am in a long distance relationship and occasionally use porn to turn me on when my partner
is not available.
»» My sex drive is much higher than my wife’s.
Porn keeps me from bugging her constantly.
»» I think my husband and I have less sex because
I am not as attractive to him as a porn star. He’d
rather fantasize while masturbating then deal
with reality with me. Also he has desensitized
himself from so much masturbating that it’s
nearly impossible for him to orgasm during sex.
»» I feel watching prob has given me ideas & actually taught me about sex I might have not learnt
otherwise. I was not sexually active in high school
or college & I feel as if my learning curve was cut
in half by watching porn.
»» I was ashamed of being a sexual person until I
started learning about sexuality, and part of that
education was watching feminist porn and realizing that it’s ok to enjoy sex.
»» I love porn. I think it’s part of a healthy relationship and can, occasionally, provide inspiration
in the bedroom. I do credit porn with leading us
to go multiple rounds - talk about a win-win.
»» Guys want their girlfriends to emulate what
pornstars do.
»» I feel like it’s awkward as a single female that
I have to state upfront that my deal breakers are:
anal, facials and choking. I completely attribute
this to the rise of hardcore & amateur porn, never
in my 20’s did I have to worry about a guy wanting

to cum on my face and/or force blowjob. I feel the
porn industry has also normalized anal sex, I find
it hard as a woman who watches porn to search
out a man/woman porn that DOES NOT have anal
scenes. I’m not against it for other people, it just
doesn’t float my boat and is a turn off. Also we
should probably start a conversation of how 50
Shades of Grey has changed dating and casual sex
life. Waaay more men are looking for a ‘submissive’ without even having a full understanding
of that lifestyle. I’ve had 2 Tinder dates in a row
where the men were looking for a submissive/
pleasing relationship but had no real idea about
it. They honestly said “Like 50 Shades of Grey”.
Errr...I will submit to Christian Grey but a 29 year
old sous chef that lives with his sister? Doubtful.
»» I myself watch porn from time to time because
it’s a quick orgasm, and I learn new things to
try in the bedroom with my significant other.
However, I almost feel like a hypocrite because I
would never want my man to watch porn. It’s been
a secret of mine for a long time now and I don’t
plan on sharing it publicly any time soon.
»» I was sexually abused as a young child and have
never been interested in porn. I am interested
in erotica that is respectful of women and that is
written, not visual.
»» It helps me relax my body after watching a good
amount of it. ;)
»» It is fun to watch as a couple or by myself. I
feel that some of the situations that are presented
can be a little strange or odd, but everybody has
something that turns them on. We have so many
different outlets for porn that the industry is able
to accommodate for numerous different kinks. It
is just about searching around and finding what
works best for you and/or your partner. You never
know, you may see something that you thought
was weird and it turns out it is the hottest thing
you have ever seen, or you may even learn about
your own sexuality. I try to learn something about
myself as often as possible. By watching porn, I
can definitely say I have learned a lot about me!
»» Porn gives me satisfaction. Whether I have a
partner or none.
»» Since I am able to keep myself satisfied, I end
up skipping out on a relationship and dive myself
into school instead, which im not sure is such a
good thing because I end up not having as many
important sexual experiences with other people.
»» Watching gives me a quickie relief, but it also
makes me want to be flirty with people that aren’t
my partner.
»» I don’t find my aging partner sexually attractive
because I never see older people in porn.
»» I am straight and love my fiancÃ© but I generaly gravitate toward lesbian porn. Sometimes I
just feel like it’s more passionate and beautiful.
There is kissing and caressing. Not just fucking
and grunting. It just seems more real most of the
time.

It’s easier to orgasm when I
watch porn than when I have
sex with my husband.
»» I have wanted to explore pegging and “porn
online” has helped with making possible without
the discomfort.
»» I got know how to feel comfortable with my
body and to be sexually liberated.also to understand what please my body and how.for me it is
simply the idea of being in charge of my body and
to have sex to satisfy my sexual needs rather than
to have sex to satisfy another individual.
»» I use porn more then I have sex
»» It didn’t bother me that much in the begining
(when I started watching it), however recently
porn seems too fake. It doesn’t feel like a real life
situation (I mean I guess it’s not supposed to but).
I guess it makes me expect too much in real life
too.?
»» I’ve been with partners who say certain things
during sex that I would have to guess can be
attributed to watching porn. Also: partners who
have unrealistic expectations vis-a-vis women
coming, positions, etc.
»» When I would use porn too much (in my
opinion) I found it more difficult to climax with a
person. Also, I found myself staying in my mind
during sex as apposed to sharing my eyes and
intimacy with the other person.
»» Porn seems to be matter of fact and discussed
in my relationships. Some partners are into it and
some not. Some have a “healthier” relationship
with it than others. I prefer the use of porn on a
minimal more casual basis.
»» Had one partner who needed to watch porn on
his phone in order to get an erection and have sex
with me. It felt really weird.
»» It hasn’t. Basically fills in for partner who
doesn’t want sex enough to satisfy me
»» My ex boyfriend was into things via porn that
he claimed to never be into in real life, but it
concerned me.
»» Porn is so fake and destructive. Not healthy at
all and I wish it was banned instead of promoted.
That includes suggestive advertisement like Victoria’s Secret windows and commercials.
»» I’m a writer. Porn is an education and inspiration. I like the naughty, rebellious aspect of it.
»» Its something magical to open up to new experiences and its funny to use porn as an example of
what we can try, I dont usually see porn, but when

I do, I like to feel as free, open mind and funny i
can be

the only person I’ve told that I watch lesbian porn
when I consider myself a straight female

»» Give me more confidence in bed to be sexy and
try new things

»» Religion is one of the reasons I feel conflicted
about it.

»» I hate it when my partner looks at porn online,
so we’ve agreed that he won’t because it makes
me uncomfortable to know that he’s looking at
another woman naked. Since we are exclusive and
have been together for years, I should be the only
nude female body that he sees.

»» Has helped me to get more in touch with my
body and orgasm easier

»» Real is better
»» Being an FTM trans porn performer has helped
me take pride in my transsexual body and my
work shows viewers a positive portrayal of trans
male sexuality. Chance Armstrong
»» Trans guy porn star
»» I feel like porn teaches us new things on how to
please a man better and ourself .
»» I seem to have become more adventurous than
the men I’m with...they seem to feel uncomfortable with that.
»» It shows me what I like and gives me new ideas,
it actually made me more confident in bed.
»» I have actually begun an oine affair with a
stranger who I sext regularly with very explicit
images from us both. It’s a shameful secret, but I
get so much pleasure from it.
»» It’s degrading for women both in the industry
and for women in society.
»» It helped me realize that I am bisexual
»» It hasn’t affected me, but younger teenagers, I
have seen the negative effects.
»» Sex has become more free and comfortable
within relationships and friendships.
»» It’s hard to find good quality porn made for
Hetro women.
»» It’s an attitude of performance and an emphasis on the visual rather than the sensual. Style
over substance. Sex and love seem to be distinct
impulses in some people
»» It’s been great!

»» Porn became an addiction to my partner and
led to him having an affair. I used to watch porn,
but refuse to now and my partner and I went for
counselling to help with his addiction and he
no longer watches it either. I have learnt that a
connection and making love with a long term
partner is far more rewarding and sexy than
watching porn.
»» It used to be something that increased my
insecurities. My partner watched it with regularity when I was going through a tough pregnancy
and it became me vs. porn. Somehow, we are now
at a healthier place and I’ve accepted that he’s just
going to use it as an outlet sometimes and I’m not
threatened by it anymore. After 2 kids, I’m glad he
has that option. Better than cheating and mostly
easier than the guilt I feel after parenting all day
and saying no to his advances for sex. As long
as he’s not watching porn that degrades women
(further) ie. violence, s&m, animal stuff, etc.

Religion makes it difficult
because in some religions its
wrong and that has affected
me. I still read erotica but in
secret. I dont feel bad about
it. But I know some people
are not open to it. I use it to
masturbate and to get my
imagination going to see what
my partner and I could try.
So I dont see it bad because its
a way to spend healthy time
with myself and a way to spice
up my relationship in the way
of trying things.

»» It has taught me about that there are different
types of fetishes and sexual acts I probably would
not have have heard of otherwise. However I find
group sex porn and “gangbangs” quite disturbing.
The woman seems exploited, exhausted, and used.

»» This survey focused on visual/image porn,
which I stopped watching entirely because I felt
too conflicted about how women are treated (in
the roles they play and as actors in the industry
itself). These days I mostly read written porn on
sites like Literotica, where there are no real life
people being exploited and it’s not so male-centric.

»» When my partner watches porn, I get nervous
that he’ll fantasize over the women more than me
in his spare time or when we are having sex . I
instantly get jealous and nervous

»» It perpetuates the sex trafficking industry
(been working with organizations against that for
years and heard many personal testimonies) and
that is never okay.

»» My sex life is not very good. For me to see
women enjoying sex is enjoyable.

»» It hasn’t. Except for the guilt.

»» Become more open with my boyfriend as he is

»» 1st boyfriend pressured me and expected me
to be like something out of a porno; I felt safety
with 2nd boyfriend, who was not into porn at all.
now with 3rd (and final--man of my dreams!)
boyfriend, i wouldn’t be upset if he used it sparingly and out of the blue (like i might) because i
trust his judgment/being, but overall i would say i
feel more fulfilled and loved being with anti-porn/
no-porn partners.
»» I really like reading erotica. It’s fun and sexy
and it gives me ideas about new things to try with
my husband. I’ve watched porn a few times with
previous partners. If my relationship was good
watching porn was fun. I like when stories that
are a part of mainstream culture are adapted for
porn. I like to compare and contrast the porn to
the source. I spent all of the porn Hamelt waiting
for lead actor to say “to fuck or not to fuck, that
is the question.” When he did I was so satisfied.
Once I was in a bad relationship and porn was
used as means to put me down. My partner tried
to convince me that there was something wrong
with me because I didn’t like a sexual act, and
didn’t want to do it with him. He showed me porn
films that contained the act. Then he told me that
a normal woman would like it, just as the porn
actressess did. He used to same argument to try to
convince me that there was something worng with
me because I didn’t have an orgasm when we were
doing another sexual act. The porn actress came.
He tried to convince me that porn was “real”
and not a construct and further that it showed
normal sexual behaviour and not fantasy. I have
a very strong sence of self so I didn’t fall for such
crap. But other women might. My boyfriend was
a manipulative person and I feel he would have
used any available tool to bolster his arguments.
However, it is hard to find porn films that show
strong women and show women really enjoying
themselves. Most of the visuals cater to men.
Thinking that is real is detremental to both men
and women.
»» Porn has helped me explore fantasies in my
mind I might not explore in real life. It helped me
define my boudaries and learn about my sexual
self in a safe zone. It’s liberating, and my husband
loves I enjoy porn so it brings us a common erotic
element to share. It also helps us learn what we
like or don’t like. Safely.
»» It help me imagine what my dream man should
be.
»» In general, in all of society I think it has caused
many more double standards.
»» I just do it for release. I dont neeeed to watch it.
I just do it for quick release. Its not a habit.
»» It’s fun!
»» I think porn is so much less creative than it
could be. If it is such a regular viewing aspect
of our lives, then it does matter how diverse and

sex positive the material is. I have no idea which
women are being empowered by being in porn,
and which ones are not. I don’t like that I try not
to think about that while watching porn.
»» My husband is obsessed with porn. He would
rather watch porn than have sex which infuriates
me simply. I only watch porn out of frustration to
understand what he finds so fascinating about it.
It makes me jealous as if he is cheating on me even
though I know it makes no sense. So yea, that’s all.
»» My boyfriend would rather jack off to porn
because its easier to get off than it is to have sex
with me. And I dont even like porn so its not like I
can orgasm from watching it/masturbating
»» The first time I watched a porn video was three
days ago. Prior to that, I occasionally read pornographic comics and would rarely look up pornographic photos on Tumblr. So at this point in time,
it hasn’t had much of an opportunity to affect
my relationships and sex life. However, it’s made
me question my sexuality as I gravitate towards
pornography of women rather than a more equal
split between men and women. Though a lot of
porn is men is freaking awful (yes, that picture
of you with an erection lifting up your shirt and
your pants pulled down to your thighs is super
sexy). Also, I’ve only JUST started watching porn
videos and it’s obvious and annoying how much
they cater to heterosexual cisgender men. Like,
that’s really common knowledge that do but it’s
still annoying. Sorry to give you so much to read
through, by the way. Good luck with your survey
and other research!
»» As a cultural influence, I think porn has
a direct correlation with the objectification
of women that I feel in other parts of my life
(working & personal relationships with men,
street harassment, etc.). I don’t think that’s necessarily a result of the porn industry, but maybe a
perpetuation of existing norms.
»» Porn has put unrealistic expectations from men
and makes men be portrayed in a bad way
»» I just want someone who show me and made
ma relax
»» It’s a life saver in a kin sense that I’m 24 and
never had a real boyfriend.
»» In a past relationship, my partner had very
unrealistic expectations due in the main to thinking porn is ‘real’ life. It wasn’t healthy.
»» I can’t orgasm without porn
»» I feel more open to exploration and feel in
control of my own sexuality. My sexuality isn’t for
some guy its for me and I think more women need
to own that.
»» More hapoy times:)
»» It is something fun to do together once in a

while to spice things up
»» I have found that my inner angry feminist loves
femdom porn as a way to get back at men
»» I’ve watched porno maybe in the past 6 months
more than I have in a lifetime and couldn’t care
less. Nothing is better than the real thing.
»» There are less men and it is unattractive to
heterosexual women. There is less heterosexual
pornography. All other types are not for me. They
are more for men with more women. Then, illegal
stuff is a huge turn off. It is gross and disgust me.
»» It really hasn’t...it’s just a thing I do because I
enjoy it.
»» It is awesome
»» It gave me ideas on spontaneous dating/quickie
sex life
»» Let’s my partner and I both explore new areas
within the privacy of our home.
»» It takes me a long time to orgasm from porn
and the only way, so I’m very dependent on it,
but it can take me upwards of 3 hours at a time to
orgasm once.
»» Porn when he watches it make ex me feel
degraded. Especially when he cums every time we
have sex.
»» It makes me more depressed about my lonliness.
»» Porn is just another tool we use to get sexually
aroused.
»» I watch porn alone. My sexual life porn don’t
influence.
»» I am a 21 year old, female virgin. Watching
porn has positively affected my life in the regard
that now I feel like I know what to expect whenever I do eventually have sex. For example, I use
to be so afraid and sickened about performing oral
sex on a man. But now I feel more comfortable
about the idea because I feel I know how to do it
and what to expect. I know that porn isn’t real and
that my expectations of sex (that I’ve seen through
porn) shouldn’t negatively affect my future sex
life. But I believe watching porn has allowed me to
understand sex a lot better than I did.
»» I’m in my early 20 and I don’t have a partner,
but I still want to explore my own sexuality. I
think it’s a safe way to learn about yourself and
your body. It makes me happier, more confident
and gives me control over my own life. I don’t
think that woman should be ashamed and it’s a
personal choice to share with others if she watches
it or not. Porn actually helped me realise that I
shouldn’t rush into a relationship and I’m not
missing out something very important in my life.

I started watching it as an experiment because
I thought that women were treated as objects,
which is sadly true, but I found a good quality
porn, which made me change my opinion about
it. It gives me hope that things are going to get
better, a women’s image in porn will slowly start
to change and women won’t be ashamed anymore
to say that they watch porn and enjoy it.
»» I feel ugly knowing my husband watches pretty
women on porn daily

It has only enhanced my sex
life, no negatives, I have actually become more confident
being a plus sized woman
after seeing how many Plus
sized porn stars there are. So
I love porn and I wont stop
watching no time soon
»» I don’t feel negatively towards porn at all. I
think it’s part of a healthy lifestyle. The only part
about it I don’t particularly like is that I feel sometimes it is a crutch rather than being intimate
alone with my partner.
»» I tend to only watch it when my husband goes
on one of his no sex for a few weeks thing. I love
having sex and feeling good but if he isn’t in the
mood I won’t push him. I’ll do it myself.
»» We are all humans!
»» Only that it makes man and women think that
you have to have your body a certain way to be
sexy o to have sex
»» I always hated that my ex would watch porn
and masterbate when he had a very capable
women in front of him ready to have sex.
»» I only use it when I’m not dating and need to
have an orgasim.
»» My partner tries to hard to replicate porn
scenes
»» I like porn because I don’t have anyone to have
sex with, tbh.
»» Porn makes being sexual seem more okay and
I’m less concerned about what men are thinking
when with a woman (not judging my body).
»» Me an my partner watch separately but share
our opinions together as we perform on each other
»» It makes me feel a little bad about my body,
these women look as perfect as the ones in magazines, I look like a huge blob of fat
»» I’m barely in my twenties so many of my peers
and many older people and the media/society in
general, keep telling me that I need to be sleeping
around a lot in order to find out what I like sexu-

ally speaking and to learn about various aspects/
techniques to having sex, or they tell me I wasted
what were supposed to be my “slutty college years”
by being single/monogamous instead of experimenting; but truthfully the idea of promiscuity is
not appealing to me for various reasons: the risk of
stds/stis (no protection is 100% and I’m too paranoid to gamble with my health), unwanted pregnancies (especially where the man bails or denies
responsibility), the disrespect I would suffer as a
result of society’s sexist double standard (slut vs
player) and-perhaps the most frightening and real,
not to mention alarmingly common-possibility
that the man I’m having casual sex with can and
might violate my consent at any time during the
act with me being powerless to stop him and thus
converting me into another stigmatized statistic left with life-long trauma and no adequate
recourse for help..but ultimately, the practice of
being promiscuous just sounds so exhausting
to me (I’m a textbook introvert homebody who
dreads the idea of having to go through meeting
and getting to know a slew of men in order to pick
out a few compatible respectful sex partners...)
compared to just finding that one trustworthy
loving partner that I can have sex with as often
and with as much variety and communication as
we like. So I’m currently in a long-term monogamous relationship but since he’s my first boyfriend
(and I’m his first as well), I do suffer from the lack
of sexual knowledge and wisdom that promiscuity
could have granted that would really enhance our
sex life. Thankfully, feminist/women - centered
erotica videos (I’m currently loving XConfessions
by Erika Lust!) is doing a good job of filling that
void with tasteful, fun, creative cinematic craft; I
observe and learn and apply techniques or scenarios that are more appealing to me (as opposed
to forcing myself to mimic the exaggerated and
painful moves promoted in male-centric porn)
and get the best of both worlds, especially since i
don’t feel any guilt afterwards about supporting
negative female stereotypes (I truly feel that I
could switch places with the female actors in these
videos and feel safe, respected and enthusiastic
about what’s happening). I share and enjoy these
alternative videos with my boyfriend to gently
steer him away from mainstream male dominated
porn and am hoping that in time he’ll grow to
find this content much more realistic and overall
fulfilling than the male centric clips he watches on
occasion..I’m just really grateful to have found a
healthy, positive sexual resource - not one that has
or is currently leading to, any porn addiction (I
enjoy the videos regularly but not obsessively, and
since each video is unique with a more leisurely
pace and engaging narrative/exploratory concept,
they’re really not structured for an audience that
expects quick, thoughtless gratification at the click
of a mouse) but one that inspires and enlightens
me, and makes me feel genuinely happy that there
is a safe space where women, especially inexperienced ones like me, can enjoy/explore sexuality.
Guilt and risk-free.

It’s like an addiction to drugs,
once I watch a clip it would be
hard for me to get off unless I
watch something new even if
it had the same concept. I’m
always looking for a new clip,
which takes time and energy

to find one.
»» Orgasm is harder without it
»» Watching porn (and enjoying it) demonstrates
how sexually open I am, when enhances the chemistry with partners.
»» I am thinking about entering the business and
it has been positive to see beautiful, comfortable
people do something so natural that I’m born to
do.
»» It’s healthy, fun and safe.
»» BBW porn has shown me that there are women
of size out there having great sex and don’t feel
ashamed of their bodies and I think in some way
that makes me feel more confident in my body
and size. On the other side of that, the women in
porn who are “perfect”, although enhanced(plastic
surgery, etc.), seem to be the “norm” and BBW is
like fetish. Larger women are not fetishes, we are
women who enjoy sex and men.
»» It hasn’t affected my relationships, since I keep
it a secret. I try not to use it to help with arousal.
I make it a point not to form porn into a habit. I
don’t want to rely on it.
»» I literally feel dirty after the orgasm, I just close
the tab as fast as I can and clean myself.
»» It’s been good exploration the orgasm, I just
close the tab as fast as I can and clean myself.
»» There was a time I felt like I had to watch it
even when I didn’t feel like it. Apparently guys
always feel like sex and/or watching porn but
there are times when I want neither but my
partner wants us to watch it. I do say no when I
don’t want to but it surprised me that he used to
think I’m always down for it or for sex. Like no
dude!! Lol.
»» It has made it more exciting- opening my eyes
to all the possibilities out there
»» Porn is a part of curiosity that we are born
with. Yes there is such a thing as watching too
much, but I don’t believe the average male or
female over does it. Its healthy and creates more
intimacy between couples who view it together.
»» Before our son we were very sexual. Now that’s
dwindled. My husband watches porn secretly and
I believe it’s putting pressure on our relatonshio
that our sex life isn’t like a porno
»» Made me feel more confident in myself and
learned new sex positions and what men like
»» I watch things i wouldnt do in real life, but
would like to one day.. I’m only 20 years old, and
only had the “traditional” sex.. Gentle, missionary. I love watching double penetration, it is

the biggest turn on for me. I also like hard-core
porn, and would love to try it one day, but u feel
like u have to really trust whoever you’ll do it
with, because u can easily get shamed for it. Plus
communication is thr mane thing that can make
it amazing or terrible. I hope to trust someone
enoght for it one day. Thank u for making this
movie ! It is very important for me
»» Made we question my partner’s feelings
towards our sex life. As i found out he watches
“different” kind of porn, compared to what im
used to doing in real life. I don’t know what he
“used” to do before with his ex though. It’s quite
bothering sometimes.
»» It is my substitute to sex
»» I don’t feel like it really changes how I have
sex but my boyfriend watches it every day, and it
really does make a difference for him
»» I think that porn is fine. We are human,and
naturally curious. As long as it is all consenting adults, there is no reason for anyone to be
ashamed. I had an ex bf that said it was weird that
I was so open about watching porn,but I think
more people watch it than really want to admit it.
»» It hasn’t affected mein a negative way. I belive
it’s because it’s not something I’m hooked on and
neither is my partner.
»» I learn about what men like. It makes me feel
happy in a strange way when I see the men in
the porn enjoying what they are doing and think
about the men watching it enjoying it as well. I
admire hugely the girls who do it.
»» I’m in a LDR, that’s why.
»» Since being in a relationship, I don’t watch
porn as often, which I like. I don’t watch it a lot,
mostly when I haven’t had sex in awhile, but feel
that the more porn can become almost a habit and
the more you watch, the more desensitised you
become. I started to feel this way, and decided I
don’t really want to watch it much at all because
I’m concerned about being increasingly desensitised to degrading sex acts. On a positive note,
what I have enjoyed about watching porn is that
it has helped me better understand what turns
myself on and what fantasies I have - and those
that I do not have. But I do feel dirty about watching porn a lot of the time, because of it’s often
male-centric focus and the common occurrence
of the degradation of women. Porn is overwhelmingly about what the man wants to see, and I
worry that this reinforces the idea of women existing as sexual objects for men, not sexual beings in
their own right. Worse than that still, I worry that
even though I am very concerned with women’s
rights, this porn-saturated culture has permeated
so throughly that my own sexual interests are
influenced by it, so I feel turned on by pornogrified reflections of my own degradation. When I
realise my own porn preferences, I wonder about
this and question how much of my own sexual
preferences are authentic and how many are ideas
I’ve gleaned from societal cues.

